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Q2 In the Curtis Park neighborhood, which park do you visit most
frequently?
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Q3 What amenities are most important to you overall? (Please
drag/number your responses to order from most important to least)
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75.41% 1,049

24.59% 342

Q4 Are you a dog owner?
Answered: 1,391 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 1,391
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74.45% 781
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Q5 If so, how many dogs do you own?
Answered: 1,049 Skipped: 343

TOTAL 1,049
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38.89% 408

68.16% 715

Q6 If so, what size are your dogs? (check all that apply)
Answered: 1,049 Skipped: 343

Total Respondents: 1,049  
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Q7 How often do you visit Sierra 2 Park?
Answered: 1,382 Skipped: 10

TOTAL 1,382
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Q8 What activities do you do at Sierra 2 Park? (select all that apply)
Answered: 1,261 Skipped: 131

Total Respondents: 1,261  
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69.45% 914

30.55% 402

Q9 Are there barriers to your activities or use of Sierra 2 Park?
Answered: 1,316 Skipped: 76
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Q10 Do you use Sierra 2 for your dog(s)?
Answered: 1,270 Skipped: 122

TOTAL 1,270
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Q11 How often do you visit Sierra 2 Park for your dog(s)?
Answered: 1,262 Skipped: 130

TOTAL 1,262
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77.03% 1,033
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Q12 Sierra 2 is not large enough to accommodate both a dog park and a
sports field. Which would you prefer at Sierra 2?

Answered: 1,341 Skipped: 51
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53.94% 692

46.06% 591

Q13 If the City were to install a dog park to city development and safety
standards at Sierra 2 would you use the other amenities more often?

Answered: 1,283 Skipped: 109

TOTAL 1,283
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Q14 How often do you visit Curtis Park?
Answered: 1,378 Skipped: 14
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Q15 If renovations were made at Curtis Park which amenity would you
prefer?

Answered: 1,312 Skipped: 80
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62.68% 813

37.32% 484

Q16 If a fenced dog park were installed at Curtis Park, where would you
prefer it located?
Answered: 1,297 Skipped: 95
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64.31% 865

35.69% 480

Q17 Would you as a survey participant personally donate funds or help
raise funds to add your preferred amenity to improve Sierra 2 or Curtis

Park facilities?
Answered: 1,345 Skipped: 47

TOTAL 1,345
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Q18 The City of Sacramento greatly appreciates your feedback. Please
share any additional comments you may have regarding Sierra 2 and

Curtis Park in regard to these projects.Thank you
Answered: 649 Skipped: 743

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sierra 2 is where I take my grandkids to play in the playground. There often is dogs in the
playground area. The last time there was a person inside the playground with an unleashed pit
Bull. When I picked up my granddaughter and told her dogs weren’t allowed in the playground
she said “it’s okay, I come here all the time.” The dogs need to go.

1/6/2023 12:53 PM

2 There are FAR more dog owners needing the use of Sierra 2 than soccer players, so allowing
off leash at Sierra 2 to we physically challenged supports the mission statement of "Together
we strengthen neighborhoods, and provide life-enriching programs for a beautiful, livable
community."

1/6/2023 12:33 PM

3 I think that a smaller dog park could be accommodated in Sierra 2 park between the
playground and basketball courts, there is plenty of room there. I also think it’s fine to have
dogs on the sports field at Sierra 2, perhaps restricted to specific hours so that others can use
the sports field. Joint use is possible, it just requires creativity and cooperation!

1/6/2023 12:26 PM

4 The dog owners using Sierra 2 have demonstrated that Sierra 2 Park can *never* be a shared
use space, with dog owners and other families not owning dogs co-existing peacefully. Since
the city installed the temporary pop up dog park at one end, dog owners have continued to
commandeer the space marked for exclusive human use, allowing their dogs to run amok in
the larger space for people only. This is not a rare occurrence. Dogs are running unchecked
off-leash in the space marked for human use only *constantly.* I live on the Sierra 2 Park; if I
look out my window a dozen times a day, I will see dogs off-leash in the area intended for
human use only a dozen times. Most simply refuse to use the smaller space -- period --
because they believe they are entitled to it. I have called 311 several times, and nothing ever
changes. If rangers show up to engage the errant dog owners, they simply return to the larger
space after the rangers depart. I have witnessed several confrontations between dog owners
and people without dogs who dare to attempt to use the space. The dog owners berate people
without dogs, and intimidate them with large, aggressive dogs. Their sense of entitlement is
staggering. Even if a few owners are using the pop up dog park, other owners believe they are
entitled to the entire space. Sierra 2 Park is simply too small to serve both purposes. And the
off-leash dog owners disregard and disrespect anyone else who deigns to use the public green.
It's unacceptable. On top of this, I have seen several dog fights over the past few years that
are terrifying -- with owners hurling themselves in between attacking dogs. Sierra 2 Park is a
multimillion dollar lawsuit waiting to happen, so long as dogs are allowed there off-leash.
Unless the city diligently regulates off-leash dog use, the city could be held liable to the tune of
countless millions of dollars. At Sierra 2 Park, it would only be a matter of time before such
litigation -- i.e., there is not enough space to prevent over-crowding. I have witnessed the green
overrun with well over 60 to 80 dogs at a time, at peak hours. Given the small footprint of the
park, some people (and dogs) are going to be seriously injured, or worse, with litigation to
follow. If the city wishes to dedicate any space for off-leash dog use, it could only be Curtis
Park. Curtis Park is almost twice as wide as Sierra 2 Park, and exponentially longer. A larger
space that may appease the dog owners can be carved out at Curtis Park -- this can never
occur at Sierra 2. I, personally, do not believe any space should be dedicated to off-leash dog
use. Dog owners' collective sense of entitlement, and their aggression towards others using
the space without dogs, should not merit a civic reward, and devoted space for their exclusive
use. No matter what dog owners say in their propagandistic efforts to the city council and the
Park Department, the "dog park" is not nirvana. It is quite the opposite. Dog owners do not
comply with regulations, and they never have. They do not clean up after the dogs -- in the
park, or in the yards adjacent to Sierra 2. They harass others brave enough to even attempt to
use the park, including families with children. I have seen them antagonize a homeless
individual in the park -- he was severely mentally decompensated, and a woman could not
control her two dogs accosting him. She, and a group of dog owners, took out their frustrations

1/6/2023 12:24 PM
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by screaming at the homeless man, making matters even worse. The city should not, and
cannot, allow off-leash dog use at Sierra 2 park to continue. Dog owners are depriving the
community from any other use, and the situation will assuredly turn into a legal nightmare for
the city. Thank you.

5 Adding a dog park to the south end of Curtis Park presents some problems: -Parking is already
scarce for residents (only available on one side of the street, visitors frequently block
driveways, etc.). Encouraging dog owners to visit this area will only exacerbate the problem. -
South Curtis Park is right on a busy street (Sutterville). This poses a significant danger should
a dog somehow escape. -The north end is a much more central and easily accessible area.

1/6/2023 10:47 AM

6 The dogs overrunning that field is absurd. Nothing else can happen with those dogs there. Our
kids have been chased, their soccer balls bitten and punctured, we've stepped in dog poop,
and tripped on holes. Curtis Park and Land Park are both bigger; if a dog park needs to be
built, put it in one of those larger parks.

1/6/2023 9:47 AM

7 No dog park in Curtis Park. 1/6/2023 9:23 AM

8 The dog park should be kept at Sierra 2 Park; there is too much traffic and limited parking
around Curtis Park to add a dog park there.

1/6/2023 9:14 AM

9 My family enjoys the dog park at Sierra 2 very much. 1/6/2023 5:35 AM

10 Sierra 2 was the ultimate dog park with amazing success on a daily basis. What a shame a
few discontented rabble rousers created fictitious problems to ruin it for so many.

1/6/2023 2:37 AM

11 Related to the issue of dogpark vs sports field: perhaps the City would try again to find
common ground with SCUSD for shared fields on weekends? See
https://www.sfusd.edu/shared-schoolyard-program

1/5/2023 9:07 PM

12 We really rely on Sierra 2 dog park to help enrich not only the lives of our dogs but to interact
with our community. It would be devastating to lose this space for so many people! Thank you
for your consideration!

1/5/2023 7:26 PM

13 For older adults, dog parks are a wonderful way to meet neighbors and make friends through
the area. It’s akin to a playground for parents. It’s an important way to get elders out and
active outside too. We live at Southside park and Sierra 2 is the closest dog park with shade.
We love the community there.

1/5/2023 7:03 PM

14 we would love dog park 1/5/2023 6:55 PM

15 We want a dog park 1/5/2023 6:51 PM

16 There are good arguments on both sides for and against a dog park at Sierra 2. Is it impossible
to successfully implement a no dog policy during soccer season, and a pro-dog policy the rest
of the time? Why must it be all one or the other?

1/5/2023 6:40 PM

17 Lightning 1/5/2023 6:20 PM

18 Please keep dog access at Sierra 2, it is a wonderful place, I would do a lot to contribute and
make it positive for the community.

1/5/2023 5:28 PM

19 Would be great if Sierra 2 green space was completely fenced on the perimeter (ie finish off
fencing at parking area).

1/5/2023 5:06 PM

20 We need more spaces for our pets and people to enjoy 1/5/2023 4:47 PM

21 Please keep the dog parks, as they don’t just benefit the dogs, but also the owners as they
can engage with others while caring for their dogs, doing two things at once. Humans are
social creatures, so that’s why we have pets and friends. Please don’t take away that. Cheers.

1/5/2023 4:21 PM

22 N/a 1/5/2023 2:17 PM

23 Curtis park seems way better for a sports field because of the baseball diamond and
basketball and tennis courts already there

1/5/2023 1:44 PM

24 focus should be on amenities for children 1/5/2023 12:41 PM

25 Sierra 2 is park that brings a great pull to all that participate in the shared community building
that happens at this location. It is a space that has been self run by the community with

1/5/2023 12:34 PM
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respect and has show it is a much environment in this community. Please see the value that it
bring to the local and wider communities.

26 This is the only Sacramento dog park I will use. There is a good caliber of dog owners that use
this park as opposed to some of the others.

1/5/2023 11:57 AM

27 SIERRA 2 IS BEST FACILITY IN THE AREA FOR DOGS. TERRAIN AT BELLE COOLIDGE
VERY DIFFICULT FOR US SENIORS.

1/5/2023 11:37 AM

28 please keep/use the Sierra 2 park (and/or Curtis Park) as a dog-park friendly area!! 1/5/2023 11:03 AM

29 Came for the dogs, stayed for the community. It’s really more of a gathering point for people
living in isolation (mental health)

1/5/2023 10:58 AM

30 Please keep Sierra 2 dog park 1/5/2023 10:56 AM

31 Strongly opposed to dog park in Curtis Park at south end due to high speed high traffic
Sutterville Road. Also opposed to dog park at north end as it will increase already high traffic
on Donner Way. Disagree with premise of 12. Resident of Curtis Park for 35 years. Used Sierra
2 dog training ground daily for many years for two dogs when they were young and healthy.
Would use again when/if new dog. Sierra 2 is underutilized for non dog activities other than
playground and basketball court except during soccer season. Dog hours are too restrictive:
too early and too short in the am and too short in the pm. Support the system of registering
dogs at Sierra 2 for use of area. When using the dog training ground dogxillary policed its use
by dog owners and patched holes in the field. During soccer season dog owners moved to
south area around oak tree. Support closing off area so dogs do not escape area into traffic.
Sierra 2 much more suitable location for dog park than curtis park due to latter heavy and high
speed traffic on north and south ends. Have noticed many more dogs at Sierra 2 and wonder if
dogowners from outside neighborhood are using Sierra 2.

1/5/2023 10:39 AM

32 We love the Sierra 2 dog park! 1/5/2023 10:38 AM

33 Sierra 2 has been super important to us and our dogs for many years. Because it is open on
one small side, all dogs must be able to recall, which means only well-behaved dogs go there.
And the park is large enough for dogs to have a way to run and interact in healthy, non-
aggressive ways. The new fenced area is horrible, and ruins the park for everyone. It also
results in a muddy mess due to concentration. I feel the initiative to change Sierra 2 is being
put forward by dog-haters and does not respect or appreciate the huge benefits Sierra 2 has
provided for years and years.

1/5/2023 10:15 AM

34 Please don't take away our amazing dog park at Sierra 2. My family has been bringing our
children and Dogs there for 20 years. It is a magical place and has given us so many happy
memories.

1/5/2023 10:12 AM

35 Enforce existing regulations ! 1/5/2023 9:31 AM

36 I understand the safety issues and concerns at Sierra 2. As a dog owner, I would gladly donate
money or even pay a monthly fee for fencing to continue using Sierra 2 as a dog park.
Regarding the perceived needs for a sports field - there are multiple areas with grassy fields to
use in the vicinity, including Curtis Park, Land Park, and Oak Park. There is also an
elementary school (Brett Harte) with a large grassy field that is not used during the weekends.
I believe it would make more sense to designate one of these areas as a sports field. In
comparison, there are no other dog parks in the Curtis Park or Land Park neighborhoods. The
closest ones are the Truitt Bark Park in Midtown, which is small, already very crowded, and
sand only; and the Belle Coolidge Park which is a 15 min drive. Sierra 2 is currently being used
as not only a park, but a community space where people meet and catch up with their
neighbors. Pushing dog owners to dog parks outside the Curtis/Land Park neighborhoods will
destroy this cherished community space. I do believe keeping Sierra 2 as a dog park, with
modifications, is the best option. However, if it is not feasible, I think Land Park would be a
better option for a dog park than Curtis Park. Land Park has much more space available. I
think fencing around Curtis Park would take away space already being used for sports and
create negative aesthetic impacts.

1/5/2023 9:11 AM

37 Dog parks in the city are poorly maintained and sierra 2 is a shared community that has been
built over COVID. Reducing the space for dogs into cramped areas actually increases the
likelihood of aggressive behaviors. Please stop literally gatekeeping this park and recognize
it’s importance to a built and shared community.

1/5/2023 7:48 AM
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38 The area currently fenced off at Sierra 2 for use as a dog park is extremely small. My 35 lb
dog (not a particularly large dog) is a ball dog, and he needs far more space than that to run
and chase the ball. He can run the full length of the field for close to 90 minutes before being
tired out. To be truly useful for dog owners, the space at a dog park needs to be large enough
for dogs to be able to run and play, and it currently is not.

1/5/2023 1:39 AM

39 The friendly community at Sierra 2 is wonderful. The dogs are friendly & the dog owners look
out fof each others dogs. My dog & I really look forward to our evenings at the dog park.

1/5/2023 12:21 AM

40 The open space at Sierra 2 has been a great space for my and many other dogs to get their
daily exercise. It’s large enough that dogs can play together or get some space alone with their
owners. I began bringing my dog to Sierra 2 this past year and it’s really enhanced her quality
of life, and mine! Much better than the small R Street park in midtown. I’ve seen the space so
the same for other dog owners, too, from those who are retired to those of us who work from
home or at the nearby hospital. We love the dog park!

1/5/2023 12:19 AM

41 Would prefer to keep Curtis Park open and Sierra 2 as dog park and multi use facility 1/4/2023 7:02 PM

42 We like to walk at curtis pak and enjoy sierra 2 as a dig park. But the dig oark needs to be
large enough ti accomdate a large number of big dogs.

1/4/2023 6:57 PM

43 In either the Sierra2 or Curtis Park, I'd like to see the following: 1) dog parks: one for small and
one for large dogs; 2) community garden; 3) outside activity area for yoga, tai chi, etc; 4) both
locations children's playground; 5) tennis, pickleball, basketball courts; 6) sports field activity;
and 7) open area.

1/4/2023 5:19 PM

44 sierra 2 just needs a nicer presentation of the dog park… ie more places to sit, fenced , trash
cans Curtis Park… such a nice gathering spot for the whole neighborhood making it all about
sports and dogs would severely change the community feel of the area ( and I live my dogs
and kids!!!). A place where everyone can come and enjoy!!

1/4/2023 2:09 PM

45 off-leash dogs in Sierra 2 Park are out of control. Please return park to the community. 1/4/2023 10:36 AM

46 The community of dog owners that has formed at Sierra 2 is an asset to the neighborhood. I
would personally use this park more if a fenced dog park were installed.

1/3/2023 7:07 PM

47 The dog park should stay at Sierra 2 Park. Curtis Park should be left for patron's use for an
open space, sports fields, community area.

1/3/2023 5:28 PM

48 Honestly, I like that the dog park is not fully fenced. It means that untrained dogs cannot use
this dog park so it is mostly full of well-behaved dogs. At other dog parks, a high percentage of
the dogs are poorly trained and a hazard to myself and my dog.

1/3/2023 5:12 PM

49 Along with the dog park, our area is in need of a community pool in the summer and public
bathrooms either centrally located or at either end of the park. While I understand this may
attract the unhoused community, we have so many sports practices and other activities for
kids that having bathrooms is an imparative.

1/3/2023 2:56 PM

50 Sierra 2 is dangerous for sports play. Specifically the soccer field has not been maintained in
decades. The turf is dangerous, and it is not from dogs digging. Holes are easily repaired. It is
from poor irrigation, drainage and a lack of grading again for decades. My daughter played
collegiately and her club team was a national champion and they would never set foot on that
field due to risk of injury.

1/3/2023 2:08 PM

51 I am a senior and the dog park at Sierra 2 has been a major part of my life. 1/3/2023 1:09 AM

52 As a new resident of the Curtis Park neighborhood, I value how both parks contribute to the
community and hold no bias in what is versus what could be. While in Curtis Park, I have
observed how the south side of the Park (labeled South Area) is not as heavily occupied as
other parts of the Park. Converting this area into a fenced-in dog park seems to make perfect
sense given the high traffic volume on Sutterville Rd. minimizes the desirability for open space
or a sports related space. Thank you for conducting the survey.

1/2/2023 3:57 PM

53 You should have provided a space in #16 to accommodate a No dog park installation
preference.

1/2/2023 3:48 PM

54 The current setup with the trial PetSmart dog park has removed the gate at the North side of
the park on Castro way at 25th street which has the smoothest entrance since it has the
asphalt from the parking lot to wheel in with mobility devices. I pay a lot of money to live

1/2/2023 2:44 PM
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across the street from the park, and to have access from my front door. Not only is this
removing my access it is an eyesore. Additionally, the trash cans have been removed on
Castro way and I have noticed more blight as well.

55 Question 16 is unfair and not representative of the survey. Question 16 needs correction!
Question 16 should include two other choices: "Keep at Sierra 2 Park", "No Dog Park". My
option is North area because "Keep at Sierra 2 Park" is not provided as an option. A dog park
at the south end would not be appropriate when the south end is lacking other amenities (e.g.
street lighting on the first block of W Curtis Drive, south end) that are more important and could
reduce hazardous conditions. Funds should focus on this first. Secondly, a dog park at the
south end would create traffic and parking issues. Where would people coming to use the
proposed south end dog park be expected to park? There is already very limited street parking
for residents at the south end and a dog park there would exacerbate it. Lastly, the south end
introduces the neighborhood and park to visitors traveling from Sutterville Road; a dog park at
the south end would not accurately convey the intended "curb appeal" of the neighborhood--
plant more trees instead, we just lost a great oak tree after all.

1/2/2023 2:06 PM

56 We have lived on 25th Street - right across from the Sierra 2 de facto dog park since 2009. It
has always been a wonderful place for dog owners to meet and socialize . . . as well as dogs
also. Since Covid came, this park for dog owners has been invaluable - allowing many, many
people to have the social contact so essential to mental well-being. Despite wishful thinking,
Covid hasn't gone away and the Sierra 2 park has continued to provide an out door community
meeting ground for owners and their dogs. It is a true blessing!

1/2/2023 11:47 AM

57 I want to know why there's not more strict enforcement of people refusing to put their dogs on
leash. It is dangerous. I don't plan to stop walking my dogs because of it but I should not have
to worry as much as I do because other people have no consideration for others. Also I am
concerned about homeless people walking through our neighborhoods. Why isn't more being
done to address that? This is a really nice area that I pay nearly $7000 a year just for the
privilege of having a mortgage here. I want this neighborhood to stay nice!

1/2/2023 11:00 AM

58 Enforce leash laws at all city parks. The off leash dogs are rampant and the owners need to be
fined to stop this behavior.

1/1/2023 9:15 PM

59 I don't really prefer a fenced dog park at either end of Curtis Park. I use the running trail, and I
wouldn't want off-leash dogs running right up to it even behind a fence.

1/1/2023 5:11 AM

60 Would like to see ALL dogs on leashes. And AC officers to enforce and ticket those that don't
adhere to the leash law.

12/31/2022 4:26 PM

61 Keep Sierra 2 for dogs and install whatever infrastructure is needed. The dogs there are under
great control by the owners and I’ve never had cause for concern. The open space has helped
build and maintain a community during the pandemic.

12/31/2022 9:08 AM

62 Dog owners need more off leash options. Sierra 2 has been a wonderful place to gather. I have
never seen a dogfight or serious dog threat there.

12/30/2022 10:14 PM

63 The dog park at Sierra2 is a good size. We don’t need another one at Curtis Park. Each park
has its role in the neighborhood.

12/30/2022 7:00 PM

64 Lauren knapp 12/30/2022 5:59 PM

65 Off-leash dog owners should be ticketed, not warned. They know the law, but they don't care
because there are seldom consequences. A few tickets would work wonders. But...I suspect a
toddler will have to die before this issue is taken seriously...

12/30/2022 5:47 PM

66 There are too few dog parks in Sacramento. Our society is becoming more pet oriented and we
desparately need adequate off leash play areas to keep pets healthy and social. It is critical to
their well-being. There are facilities for people everywhere you turn. Can we please devote
some space in Curtis place for the dogs?!!! If you do decide to build a dog park, please take
advice from people with professional dog experience - certified dog trainers, shelter staff, etc
so that it is designed with the behavior of dogs in mind. (I'm Jodi Cassell - behavior consultant
and trainer with Insight Dog Training & Behavior Consulting - I'm happy to provide input).

12/30/2022 4:55 PM

67 Need for safe clean grassy area with designated toileting areas. Dispose areas for feces. 12/30/2022 3:18 PM

68 The off leash parks are so important to our community. 12/30/2022 2:25 PM

69 Our country is hosting the World Cup. Let's get soccer back in the neighborhood. Furthermore, 12/30/2022 1:37 PM
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(I suspect that) soccer would draw a younger demographic, and more users than a dog park.
The numbers should speak for themselves.

70 Besides sports and dog owners, there are other community members. We don't have a dog or
have kids. We like to take walks and wish there was a place to bring a picnic during the warm
months. I don't mind dogs or sports or kids, but just please remember there are also other
people in the community who like being able to access the space for leisure.

12/30/2022 12:39 PM

71 In addition to the basketball courts and playground that already exist, I think a dog park would
be the best use of space and least expensive for the City. The area may also have adequate
space to accommodate a bocce ball court, which would provide opportunity for light exercise
and socializing.

12/30/2022 10:16 AM

72 In my opinion, if you make changes to Curtis Park you are most likely trading one problem for
another problem. Curtis Park is one of the most beautiful parks in all of Sacramento County,
and changes to it would be detrimental to the daily users of the park. Based on reading the
feedback, it appears that renovating the park at Sierra 2 seems to be the best solution as this
has been being used in some capacity as a dog park recently. If you make changes to Curtis
Park and add a dog park this could cause some residents to protest and possibly litigate since
this would be a somewhat significant change to the park. Given the current usage of Sierra 2
as a dog park for over 20 years it just makes logical sense to make things work there vs
inheriting new problems trying to install a new dog park elsewhere. Please do not change
Curtis Park, there is a lack of parking and so many people come to the park in order to
meditate, exercise and just relax in a wonderful setting in Sacramento. Thank you for your
consideration.

12/29/2022 10:01 PM

73 Keep the park's open spaces. The parks are a quiet refuge from the city. 12/29/2022 8:01 PM

74 This entire process has been a solution in search of a problem. It has not been done in a
deliberate nor transparent fashion. Sierra 2 has served as an off leash training center for
decades without incident. The city is being reactionary to an extremely vocal extreme minority.
There are real problems and real crises (eg the countless unhoused on our streets that the city
council's and city's resources should be dedicated to). The public record and public use of this
land at Sierra 2 clearly dictate the optimal solution, yet I fear the city council will not have the
courage to support the most obvious optimal outcome which is the status quo. Further it is
imperative that the city's diversity and equity goals capture physical ability/impairment status.
It is shameful when capturing data to inform the use of land and open spaces that physical
abilities are not factored. I have never been more ashamed to live in Sacramento city.

12/29/2022 6:03 PM

75 My husband has lived in Curtis park since 1978. Now 78 he was enjoying the dog park at
Sierra 2 even before we got a dog as a place to socialize with other elderly people, and there
were chairs donated by park users until the city removed them. Since he has nowhere to sit he
was unable to enjoy the park. We had to bring our own chair which was difficult as walking to
the park was his exercise. He is not interested or able to do any of the indoor events for
seniors at Sierra 2 so the dog park was a great outlet for him and now it's gone. Please provide
seating and dog park facilities at Sierra 2. Driving to the Bark Park at 19th & Q is not an
option. Kids have lots of places to play soccer in this neighborhood, give me a break.

12/29/2022 4:50 PM

76 I would be very disappointed if a fenced dog park were placed anywhere in Curtis Park. If
you’re going to install a fenced in dog park, please consider locating the dog park in the bowl
shaped area of land at Crocker Village and place a nice softening screen of greenery around
whatever portions may impact neighbors who may be facing it.

12/29/2022 3:34 PM

77 Our dogs really enjoy the large open space at Sierra II. 12/29/2022 3:16 PM

78 Sierra 2 Park is wonderful and our kids love the playground area. While we don't begrudge any
dog owners who informally treat it as a dog park, we'd oppose fencing off part of the park to
create a dedicated dog park. We would prefer the open space for soccer or other sports for our
kids and would be happy to share the space with a continuation of the informal dog park if
there were someway to enforce leash rules and poop patrol. We would not change Curtis Park
as our kids love the open space, playground, and park benches spaced throughout the park for
picnics or people watching. If an upgraded sports field or dog park were built, please, please,
please, build it in the south area. The north area is perfect for families/kids walking to the park
from their homes, and the increased car traffic associated with a dedicated sports field would
be better in the south area---we worry about children's safety with more cars driving/parking
along 26th Street in the north area.

12/29/2022 1:36 PM
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79 I think there is a greater need at the Sierra II park for a soccer field for kids or a pickle ball
court.

12/29/2022 12:56 PM

80 Please get rid of the dog training facility at Sierra 2 12/29/2022 10:35 AM

81 Dogs and their owners are an important part of our community. We want to be cooperative and
hope the city is able to find a solution that works for everybody.

12/29/2022 9:44 AM

82 I like the open space in Curtis Park and would not like to see any portion of it fenced for a dog
park.

12/29/2022 8:18 AM

83 I have already submitted my survey so I am just entering an addendum. A fence has been put
up at Sierra 2. Waste of money and time - dogs are on both sides of the fence. When I asked
one of the dog owners about this she was extremely rude and felt they should have the whole
park.

12/28/2022 5:46 PM

84 While I do not own dogs currently and don't use the dog park, I do see the dog park as an
important 3rd space for residents of our community, especially elderly dog owners.

12/28/2022 4:31 PM

85 I am not a dog owner and really don't care if there's a dog park in our area. There's one on 15th
St - use it. I also am not in favor of changing Curtis Park to have a dog park. I love that park
just the way it is.

12/28/2022 4:26 PM

86 Please do not put a dog park in Curtis Park. Improve Sierra 2 and put one there. Off leash
dogs are already a problem in Curtis Park, maybe an official dog park will get dog owners to go
there instead.

12/28/2022 12:47 PM

87 A dog park at sierra 2 is good. Open space at curtis park is better. No dog park in curtis park is
best.

12/28/2022 12:43 PM

88 I like having the dog park right next to the fenced playground because my baby can play while
my dog runs around and I can see him.

12/28/2022 9:20 AM

89 Curtis park needs more lighting around the track. Very dangerous and dark in the evenings. 12/27/2022 11:58 PM

90 The new fence at Sierra 2 is unhelpful. I appreciate the fence along the parking lot, but there is
no gate and that makes the parking lot less helpful and increases street traffic. Also if soccer
fields are important, why is the soccer field cut in half? Additionally, the fenced off area that
the city has for dogs, doesn't include water. Please get rid of the fence bisecting the park and
put in a gate into the parking lot on Castro.

12/27/2022 10:33 PM

91 Sierra 2 is more than a dog park. I see most people there socializing with others. And I do not
see dog poop left behind. In the past our kids played soccer and people with dogs easily
coexisted. I really don't see a problem here.

12/27/2022 7:19 PM

92 A proper dog park, located at Sierra 2 or Curtis park would be nice. But, the other amenities
need to be usable too. Many families use the playground, grass spaces, and sports fields
daily. Also, people with dogs need somewhere to go.

12/27/2022 6:08 PM

93 If a dog park eventually happens at Curtis Park, south makes way more sense. Right on busy
Sutterville and less used area then the north.

12/27/2022 1:57 PM

94 I don't believe that installing a proper dog park area will keep people from letting their dogs run
around unleashed anyways. I am amazed at how many people allow their dogs to run
unleashed now and even walking on the sidewalk unleashed or unrestrained. I am constantly
amazed at how often I have to leave the sidewalk in order to avoid unleash dogs or dogs that
are obviously straining the strength of their owners.

12/27/2022 1:11 PM

95 I like seeing people letting their dogs play at Sierra2, but I feel that many of these folks treat
their dogs like children & don't care about those of us who aren't dog owners. Plus these
people need ALL THE HELP THEY CAN GET to not let their dogs defecate all over the place.
Please post LOTS of signs to remind them to clean up after their dogs.

12/27/2022 12:42 PM

96 I have been visiting the Sierra 2 green for about a year with my dog. It has been an absolute
blessing to be able to have a safe, grassy, large space for her to play with other dogs. Earlier
this year I lived near Q street and 19th street, and would visit the Truitt Bark Park multiple
times per day — but it often has trash and food scraps left by humans (likely non-dog owners
who were struggling with homelessness or drug addiction) left in the park. On two separate
occasions I found broken glass bottles on the small dog side and cleaned it up as effectively
as I could but you can imagine this is a huge hazard for dogs. When I found the Sierra 2 green

12/27/2022 10:33 AM
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I could not believe how much better the conditions for the dogs were in other neighborhoods.
Furthermore, the dog owners at Sierra were friendly and responsible and looking out for each
other. Including cleaning up trash left behind by non-dog owners. I truly Hope the city finds a
way to keep Sierra 2 open to dogs and I am grateful that you are taking the time to learn what
will be best for the community.

97 Can Sierra 2 Park continue to be used jointly for soccer and dog park functions (at specified
days/hours)?

12/26/2022 7:14 PM

98 Please leave the field at Sierra 2 and do not change Curtis Park - I am a Curtis Park resident 12/26/2022 6:23 PM

99 I'm a dog lover but I think the Sierra 2 dog owners have taken over the park - it should be used
for youth activities and owners should keep dogs on leash and dog hours should be reinstated
and adhered to - early a.m and evening if now youth activities are going on

12/26/2022 4:08 PM

100 Permanent pickleball courts would add a lot to this community. 12/26/2022 3:02 PM

101 I don’t take my dogs to Sierra 2 because they don’t do well off leash, but I think it’s a
tremendously valuable to allow people to continue to gather there with their dogs.

12/26/2022 2:28 PM

102 I don’t want a dog park in Curtis Park, the field at Sierra 2 would be preferable. You could
expand the tennis courts to accommodate the influx of pickleball players.

12/26/2022 12:19 PM

103 Make more dog areas please! The sierra 2 area should be a permanent dog park. Sadly the
new fenced small area is not suitable for a large number of dogs. The area is very popular and
loved in the Curtis park hood.

12/26/2022 10:37 AM

104 I think a dog park South Curtis Park is a good idea. There are Easter egg hunts and Music in
the park at the North side of the park. It's more pleasant, grassy and amenable for sitting.

12/26/2022 9:28 AM

105 I have been taking my dogs to Sierra 2 for over 20 years. I have met and gotten to know many
of my neighbors there, which has improved the quality of my life in Sacramento sigificantly.

12/26/2022 8:04 AM

106 Thank you for finding a middle ground! Really important to not take something away from
people.

12/25/2022 6:01 PM

107 Please DO NOT prohibit off leash dogs 12/24/2022 4:17 PM

108 Why don’t you focus this energy on homelessness rather than messing with the dog park 12/24/2022 3:14 PM

109 If a dog park is developed at either Sierra 2 Park or Curtis Park, it should be similar in size and
function as the Bark Park at 19th and Q Streets. Too often I have seen dogs running free at
Sierra 2 Park, unmonitored by their owners. Several times when my partner has been walking
on the sidewalk outside of the Sierra 2 Park, unleashed dogs have run across the park, barking
and charging the fence in an attempt to get at my partner. There was a time where an unleaded
dog went to the northwest corner of the Sierra 2 Park, exited the park through the parking lot
and charged my partner who was across the street from the park. It appears to be more of
social gathering place for some dog owners while their dogs run free and not an off-leash
training area.

12/24/2022 2:03 PM

110 We constantly have issues visiting any of the other dog parks in the sacramento area, but
Sierra 2 has consistently been the safest, friendliest, and most social dog park in the entire
city So many regular locals visit the park nearly everyday and they are vigilant to ensure
anyone with violent or aggressive dogs is asked to leave, or helped to get their dog under
control. It is a self managing process ONLY possible because of the positive culture and
responsible owners there. The whole area south of the soccer fields could be fenced off , and
also the basketball courts could be fenced off, the playground is already fenced off. This would
allow everyone to continue using the space and continue the best park in Sacramento

12/24/2022 9:31 AM

111 My husband and I would like the dog training area at Sierra Curtis made to meet the
specifications for an actual dog park. Reasons: 1. There are so many dog owners in this
neighborhood: too much carbon is emitted by people driving to other not-so-near dog parks. 2.
It's the dog owners who use the Sierra Curtis park 85% of the time: every day, sun OR rain,
summer OR winter. 3. Off-leash dog activity reduces neighborhood barking AND number of
"incidents" with dogs having issues with each other. 4. People get to know their neighbors, and
people from other parts of the neighborhood.

12/23/2022 2:10 PM

112 You didn't ask if people preferred a soccer field in Curtis Park. Why isn't that an option? Also,
unclear what open space means vs community gathering area in Question #3.

12/23/2022 10:47 AM
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113 Community gardens could be nice 12/23/2022 10:10 AM

114 Sierra 2 is an excellent location for a fully enclosed dog park. It's away from major roads that
may cause stress or harm to dogs, it has grass, and it can easily be decided into a large and
small dog area. Curtis park is perfect for large group gatherings, sports, and concerts. A
fenced dog park may detract from the beauty, value, and versatility of the open space.
Additionally, Sutterville road can be very noisy and stressful for dogs and potentially dangerous
if a dog gets loose.

12/23/2022 6:50 AM

115 I think it works best to have the dog park at Sierra 2 site, with correct fencing to bring it to
standard, it would be fine. The open area at the south end of Curtis park could be risky for a
dog park due to Sutterville traffic and it also gets very muddy. The north end of the park if
often used by football players, youth and adult, and people enjoying the park spread out on
blankets. We have lived here since 1983 and love the park. Thanks for the survey opportunity!

12/22/2022 8:42 PM

116 Na 12/22/2022 6:25 PM

117 Lynsey Fahs 12/22/2022 5:32 PM

118 Again, I believe parking will be an issue if more amenities are added to Curtis Park, especially
if added to the South end of the park near Sutterville Road. I would recommend a
traffic/parking study be done before any development occurs. East and West Curtis are narrow
streets with limited street parking available.

12/22/2022 5:31 PM

119 We live on Curtis Park and see the park heavily used from the north end to the south end.
Parking in front of our house and neighboring houses is heavily impacted by visitors who come
here to walk or jog on the user friendly jogging path. New attractions at the park will adversely
affect quality of life for park residents.

12/22/2022 3:59 PM

120 The park is always busy with people taking their dogs to exercise. It would be a GREAT loss
to the community if it were converted to a sports park (we have enough of those).

12/22/2022 3:53 PM

121 Sierra 2 is one of the best dog parks in the whole city. Not many dark parks are both large and
grassy to exercise our large high energy dog. While not perfect, it's also one of the cleanest
parks in the city. I've seen other dog parks do a member cleanup day once or twice a month to
help maintain it and I'd be happy to participate in something like this to help keep the park
open as a dog park. Also if a dog park were created on the South side of Curtis I have
concerns that our dog would be able to use it. Cars speed down Sutterville Road and make our
dog nervous when we walk on that side of the park.

12/22/2022 1:30 PM

122 The demographics of Curtis Park as a neighborhood has changed to become more family
concentrated and has increased with the addition of Crocker Village. We need to improve
access and condition of all amenities at both parks to reflect these changes. We do need to
address the increased concentration of dogs, as well, but not at the expense of available
amenities for the general population. Perhaps the City could get an easement or make a
purchase from the Crocker Village developer to set aside space for a dog park. The two parks
are going to get even more use from the increased neighborhood population. Removing space
to create a dog park will be problematic on many levels.

12/22/2022 1:22 PM

123 I would prefer a dog park at the runoff area in the Crocker Village development. I understand
that when it is flooded we couldn't use it, but that rarely happens!

12/22/2022 1:20 PM

124 I can't belive that you are contemplating fencing off an area of Curtis Park when Sierra 2 Park
is functioning well in its current mixed-use. Raise the fence at the playgound, and close gaps
in the cyclone fence if necessary. This appears to be a bureacratic-created issue. If the current
situation doesn't perfectly fit the rules, change ridgid rules. Do we really need another Soccer
field?

12/22/2022 9:14 AM

125 The multi-purpose open commons at Sierra2 functioned quite well for all purposes. Dog-owners
and dogs have been extraordinarily well-behaved. The occasional mishap occurred, but as a
neighboring resident, I have seen high park usage, and equanimity among the users -- truly a
commons. The City can grant continuing off-leash dog-training status for particular and
importantly post signage informing the public of this status so dog-owners know when the
training hours are and are-not, and so that people who are uncomfortable with dogs can avoid
during those hours. Cost is minimal. Park usability is maximized. Community spirit is
maximized. Please just put it back the way it has been for the past 25 years and put up some
signs to inform and warn.

12/22/2022 8:04 AM
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126 Please don’t eliminate Sierra 2 off leash dog park! 12/22/2022 7:45 AM

127 I recently moved here from MInnesota and Sierra II has been a saving grace for me and my
dogs. It is the best size, with tons of open space and well mannered dogs and owners. I truly
don’t think I would enjoy Sacramento as much as I do if it were to be taken away. It’s the only
place that provides a safe outlet for our dogs to get adequate running exercise (they’re both
working dogs, a husky and shepherd mix) and where I feel safe when I’m there. Plus, it’s close
to home so we can go often. I would love a dog park open all hours of the day if possible! Then
it won’t be quite so busy.

12/21/2022 8:33 PM

128 I understand that this has been a hotly contested issue. Even with the cordoned off area for
dogs, dog owners have completely ignored this and continue to use the field for their off leash
dogs. We try to play with our kids in the field and cannot due to feeling unsafe. It seems that
the livelihood of animals has taken precedence over humans and that is upsetting. In addition,
many of the non abiding dog owners seem to be keeping their dogs off leash and continuing to
use the green out of defiance and are often quite aggressive to deal with and this has become
very disturbing. My question is, who will enforce this if it’s not to become a dog park in the
future?

12/21/2022 10:32 AM

129 I would prefer to see Sierra 2 continue to be a dog park. I’m sure that people would raise
money.

12/21/2022 9:23 AM

130 I love that dog owners and their dogs can have a place for recreation, socialization, exercise. It
is healthy and positive in many ways. If dog use is eliminated from Sierra 2 there must be a
commitment from the City to maintain the field as a safe and usable sports field. If not, nobody
will benefit and the dogs and owners will lose out. Regarding question 3, I would rather rate
each feature on its own, as they are all aspects of a well-rounded, outdoor-appreciating
neighborhood.

12/21/2022 8:53 AM

131 I would love a fenced dog park at Curtis Park. The people who run the Sierra II dog park are
unwelcoming to others and i stopped taking my dog there years ago after some very strange
and scary experiences.

12/21/2022 8:07 AM

132 Would love volunteer gardening opportunities at Sierra 2. 12/21/2022 4:03 AM

133 I do not want a dog park in Curtis Park. There are too many people, dogs, children, sports
events that occur in the park. Part of the park should not be closed off to the exclusive use of
dogs and their owners.

12/20/2022 11:21 PM

134 Any improvements need to take into account limited parking and the narrow roadway when
cars are parked on Curtis Dr and West Curtis Drive.

12/20/2022 9:42 PM

135 I think an off leash dog park right on Sutterville feels risky due to the speed of traffic. I live on
the park and walk my dog there daily, and I wouldn’t feel great with him off leash even in a
fenced area due to the proximity to fast moving cars. I think the best answer is probably better
fencing at Sierra 2 to support the current community that uses the area as a dog park (I don’t
partake, but see the value in it nonetheless) and a little bit of investment in athletic facilities at
Curtis Park (although there are plenty of youth sports practices that make use of the open
space as is), but I don’t feel super strongly one way or the other.

12/20/2022 5:32 PM

136 You need to distribute the survey in a meaningful way for valid survey results. 12/20/2022 4:28 PM

137 Sierra 2 already has a fence and has been established as a dog park. Curtis Park has sports
amenities. No need to switch.

12/20/2022 3:59 PM

138 Dog park at Curtis park would greatly impact neighborhood parking, increase traffic on quiet
streets, and negatively impact the beauty of the park. History has shown guide lines and rules
associated with park amenities are often blatantly ignored.

12/20/2022 1:21 PM

139 There is enough space for everyone. Please stop the Karens from trying to push out dog
owners, dogs are also residents of this city and deserve to have more than one space to run
free and socialize. Sierra park is a fantastic park, please do not close it down or shut dogs out.

12/20/2022 12:36 PM

140 Tons of my neighbors and I meet at Sierra II and Curtis Park, but the off leash dog park is very
important to me and my neighbors.

12/20/2022 9:53 AM

141 Thank you for garnering community feedback on parks use and possible improvements. We
have loved the community feel among park-goers and dog owners at Sierra 2. We have a
relative we visit regularly in that neighborhood so we are over there with our dog often. It really

12/20/2022 2:21 AM
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has been a wonderful place to meet and allow the dogs to have their doggy time. I truly hope
something can be worked out to allow dogs and people to continue to come together in the
future.95820

142 If a dog park were to be installed at Curtis Park, please do consider the north area. The south
area seems really dangerous and noisy being so close to Sutterville Rd. Thank you for
considering creating a local place for our dogs. :)

12/19/2022 11:06 PM

143 As a dog owner, Sierra 2 park has been an immeasurable boon to my mental health and
community building here in Sacramento. Please don’t take the dog park away.

12/19/2022 9:15 PM

144 Having a place for dog owners to socialize is needed, and I’m very happy that the present
situation if off-leash, unfenced dogs will come to an end.

12/19/2022 7:26 PM

145 Sierra 2 Green has been loved and cherished by my family, my dog and was a huge reason we
moved to Curtis park 3 years ago. The community aspect of this space is unlike any other
please help us keep this space a dog friendly space for the neighbors of Curtis park to coexist
and build a support network. Curtis park is also an awesome park we frequent but I think would
be much more comfortable as a sports ground as it already has a baseball field and there’s
pick up games of soccer, volleyball and rugby.

12/19/2022 6:08 PM

146 Sierra 2 is a much better spot for a dog park. Fencing any part of Curtis Park for a dog park
would be terrible. I love the open space and the walk/jog track to Curtis Park offers. Sierra 2 is
better for dogs with some fencing already and parking is available. Sierra 2 is a smaller space
that is hard to utilize, dog park is a good use. The changes to Sierra 2 would be minimal
compared to Curtis Park.

12/19/2022 4:50 PM

147 The proper answer to question 16 is neither. I am opposed to a off-leash dog park in either
Curtis Park or Sierra 2 Park. No existing off-leash dog park is in a fully residential area and
that standard should continue. The Belle Coolidge Partner Park is a short drive away and a fine
dog park. For a park sited in a residential area traffic, parking, odor and noise implications
would need to be carefully studied. Here is what I recommend for Curtis Park: Fill in the
shallow craters that remain where trees once stood so that there is safe, level ground for
sports; plant grass to replace the weedpatch and provide decent turf for sports and picnicking;
improve the children's playground; provide educational panels around the park for children to
learn about the park's trees and birds, and enforce off-leash regulations- I am tired of picking
up the poop of other dogs (which has dramatically increased in the last few weeks).

12/19/2022 4:39 PM

148 Curtis Park would not accommodate a well-functioning dog park because of the limitation of its
size. It would be a very confined, narrow space near high traffic areas, which is not what dogs
perceive to be a safe and relaxed environment to socialize. Sierra 2 is an open space where
dogs to not feel crowded and unsafe, which is why so many dog owners choose Sierra 2 as
their preferred dog park and training space. With that said, I’m asking that Sierra 2 Park
continue to function as dog park and dog training space as it has successfully done for many
years. I understand that some renovations will need to be made to the space to adhere to city
safety regulations and would be happy to contribute to the costs of these renovations and to
the park's maintenance.

12/19/2022 3:23 PM

149 The lawn/grass is not in good condition due to overuse by dogs and their owners. Rules of
conduct should be clearly posted.

12/19/2022 1:01 PM

150 I think having a public bathroom in Curtis Park is a much better improvement than adding a
dog park.

12/19/2022 12:35 PM

151 Concerned about safety of unsupervised dog parks (for the dogs themselves), especially close
to Sutterville rd

12/19/2022 12:10 PM

152 I think that with the addition of Curtis Village which has no amenities (as were promised) the
amount of wear and tear on Curtis Park has increased significantly. It used to be a park that
folks could easily walk and run on but with the influx of dogs and more people using it, it has
become worn. I really don't want more dog activity at this park as it becomes unfriendly to
those who don't have dogs, children who have fear of dogs, seniors, and just about everyone
else. Please don't add more dog owners to this park! Folks don't leash their dogs or respond to
you when you ask them to. It will just ruin the park for kids who play on the fields, folks who
run or walk, and everyone else.

12/19/2022 9:16 AM

153 There is a private dog park in Curtis Park Village. Can that be utilized as a neighborhood dog
park? It already meets current standards, I assume.

12/19/2022 7:45 AM
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154 Install at least two gated entrances at each dog park. Any conflicts among dogs occurs at the
gates where ”rushed greeting” and “crowding” takes place. Two gate will split the attention of
those “greeters” reducing potential conflicts. Also, dog watering stations are great in the
summer.

12/19/2022 6:32 AM

155 This whole debacle is ridiculous. It's just like the city to make a simple meeting place to
something "official". That dreadful fence sustem they put in at Sierra 2 this week is an eye
sore. No access at the Sierra 2 parking lot on Castro. No water fountain access for the dogs.
No access for the lawn mower. No access to the soccer field. Just an ugly fence system that
looks like a recycling center, blocks everyone, people & dogs, & takes away from the beauty
of our park. The neighbors on 25th st facing it must be seething.

12/19/2022 12:33 AM

156 We do not have a dog but support upgrading sierra 2 to keep it as a dog park that meets the
city requirements.

12/18/2022 10:16 PM

157 We need fully gated spaces for our dogs to play 12/18/2022 6:43 PM

158 We’d love to see a Community Garden. The Gateway Garden on 26th and 2nd Ave has the
entire communities support and desire to see more.

12/18/2022 6:38 PM

159 Big fat mess. The use of the fields by humans and dogs has been perfectly fine for years. 12/18/2022 6:30 PM

160 The city lacks dog parks that aren’t filthy, muddy, or too dusty. Dog parks do not have
adequate shade. The fenced dog parks are too small to allow dogs to run. Look at the open
space dog areas in Redding as good examples of large areas for multiple use.

12/18/2022 4:14 PM

161 It is extremely important to me (And many others) to have a location to exercise dogs nearby.
Our yards are too small to accommodate this.

12/18/2022 3:26 PM

162 The Sierra 2 open space for dogs is the most important reason I moved to this neighborhood
and invested in it. My dog needs the exercise and the existing Sierra 2 space is why we
moved here. Please do not turn it into Soccer fields. There are many reasons why it functions
so well for dogs and their owners as it is. It is a beloved and happy place for dogs and their
owners. I urge you to consider using Curtis Park for the soccer fields instead. People already
play soccer in Curtis Park, people already bring their dogs to Sierra 2. Don't change it!

12/18/2022 2:52 PM

163 The Sierra 2 community is fantastic. Everyone should realize that the vast majority of the
users are dog owners. If they get rid of the dog park, I’d guess that overall use of the park will
decline by 80-90%. The whole purpose of green spaces is to bring people together. The dog
park does this very nicely. I drive by Land Park and see it mostly empty all the time. There are
no other good alternatives in the area for dog parks - especially ones that can accommodate
larger dogs. My daughter is in competitive soccer. There are too many soccer fields in the
greater Sacramento area to count. Please do not get rid of the dog park. It would destroy a
very nice community. Thank you, Keith Corl

12/18/2022 2:50 PM

164 I don't think that Curtis Park is at all suited for unleashed dog use--it's not fenced, for one
thing, and has too many other competing uses

12/18/2022 2:09 PM

165 If Sierra 2 is left as is for dogs off leash you do not need another dog park in Curtis park. 12/18/2022 2:07 PM

166 PLEASE DO NOT INSTALL A DOG PARK IN CURTIS PARK!!!! 12/18/2022 1:16 PM

167 Please do not close the dog park at Sierra 2. There are many dogs go there daily to play and
we need a large space for it.

12/18/2022 1:08 PM

168 Sierra 2 has become a integral part of the Curtis Park area, not only as a park for dogs, but as
a positive gathering place for the humans to enjoy and interact as a community. To anyone
who has spent time there, Sierra 2 has clearly found it’s highest and best use as a dog park.

12/18/2022 11:53 AM

169 I do not support the creation of a do park at Curtis Park. Should remain at Sierra 2 12/18/2022 11:39 AM

170 My donation is $8000 a year and property taxes which is outrageous 12/18/2022 11:20 AM

171 The area you fenced off is too small 12/18/2022 10:53 AM

172 I would be willing to help by starting a GoFundMe for either park project. Let me know what the
financial goal is.

12/18/2022 10:14 AM

173 I have used Sierra 2 for decades now as an off-leash facility and have never seen any issues
with off-leash dogs. It's my understanding it is primarily one complainant "raising a ruckus"

12/18/2022 9:20 AM
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about off-leash dogs, which is unfortunate, as it is great for that purpose. Everyone is
respectful when the soccer field is being used. People seem to be complaining about off-leash
just for the sake of complaining.

174 It makes the most sense to make official how the parks are currently used. 12/18/2022 9:12 AM

175 There is no enforcement of existing leash laws today. For folks to believe that they have a
right to break the law without enforcement is outrageous. This puts the city at risk for liability
as well when repeated notice of violations are not enforced. This is a known problem not just at
Sierra2 but throughout all of the city parks. There is not a single dog owner that allows their
dog off leash that does not think they are right - they know the law and ignore anyway because
they think their dog is ok. The best example is when some will use a 50 foot leash and say
they are in control of their dog and in compliance with the law - which we know is not true.
When my on leash dog is engaged by their off leash dog this is a safety hazard for me and my
on leash dog. There are people that have been attacked by dogs with PTSD, children that are
afraid of dogs, and most off leash dogs are not really trained to recall even though their owner
thinks they are. For all of the residents that expect to have the law followed what really matters
is having the law enforced. The city parks today have been over run with off leash dogs
because these dog owners have realized that they can break the law with zero accountability.
Giving Sierra2 notice that the law will be enforced in the future is outrageous since it is not
being enforced today. Whatever is done, make it a real dog park or don't make it a real dog
park, what I think is important is that existing leash laws are enforced so that dog owners know
they are accountable. Instead of waiting for the headline that is eventually coming about an off
leash dog injury, if leash laws were enforced it would be preventative instead of reactive. I
would like to enjoy using public space, walking in public, using public areas without fear of off
leash dogs. Thank you for your consideration and immediate enforcement of leash laws.

12/18/2022 6:45 AM

176 The social connection of neighborhood has sustained me for the 25 years I’ve been coming to
the dog park. I was able to socialize the dozens of foster dogs from the city shelter for
adoption here.

12/17/2022 11:31 PM

177 Adamantly oppose having a dog park in Curtis Park. Please keep dog park at Sierra 2. People
already unleash their dogs in Curtis Park, don't pick up their dog poop and endangering other
walkers/runners, kids. My

12/17/2022 11:26 PM

178 Sierra2 park is an absolutely wonderful space. I've never seen/heard anyone complain about it.
Kids, parents, dogs, all seem to get along. It's a shame that someone had to ruin it.

12/17/2022 8:56 PM

179 I hope the City will recognize the interest for a dog park and help make it happen 12/17/2022 8:33 PM

180 Sierra 2 dog park is probably the best dog park around here: large, beautiful, well behaved
dogs and responsible owners. It has brought the whole community together. Beautiful place for
dogs to play and dog owners to socialize.

12/17/2022 8:32 PM

181 I do not have a dog. I notice how noisy barking dogs are at Sierra 2 park and would not like the
noise at Curtis park

12/17/2022 7:34 PM

182 The main benefit of Sierra 2 Green over official dog parks in the city is its size. I understand
there may need to be divisions into areas for large and small dogs to meet standards, if there
is a way around this I hope the city can pursue - with the size of the green, dogs of all sizes
play well together. If the division must occur, please have the areas be as large as possible,
the dogs are happier and better behaved when they have more space than the other dog parks
allow. Thank you!

12/17/2022 6:50 PM

183 I am not a resident of the area nor do I have a dog. But, my sister recently moved to Crocker
Village and is planning to become a dog owner again. She would love for Sierra 2 to remain
open and/or have another dog park in Curtis Park North. She asked me to help in any way I
could....hence I've filled out this survey for a dog park!! :-)

12/17/2022 3:53 PM

184 Better picnic areas 12/17/2022 3:22 PM

185 Seems like use studies would help inform planning and renovation 12/17/2022 2:16 PM

186 If a dog park is constructed, I personally prefer one large area (i.e., not a split park for small
and large dogs)

12/17/2022 2:06 PM

187 City should install dog park at Sierra 2, not in Curtis park. 12/17/2022 12:25 PM

188 These parks, and our parks in general, have too much open space, and too few amenities. Any 12/17/2022 12:00 PM
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addition of sports courts, dog parks, pool, etc., would be better than open space.

189 I have met more neighbors/people at the dog park than any other Curtis Park/SCNA event.
Multiple times I have seen friendships between people start at the dog park. It is really
important to older people with no kids and out of the workforce that have fewer opportunities to
make connections. The people connection at the dog park are invaluable. I’ve raised 3 kids
here- one basically learned to walk at the playground. I’ve used every amenity and been a
sports parent, birthday party parent. I’d still pick the dog park. And toilets, because people pee
whether there is a toilet or not. And it’s not great when your kid poops their pants because they
can’t make it home in time. And you shouldn’t have all those sports events without toilets. (
Thst said, I wouldn’t donate for porta potties because sewage and sanitation are core
responsibilities of city government. I would just keep voting out politicians who don’t make it
happen. You can’t foster community with any amenity when people have to pee- they just
leave to find a toilet or soil the park).

12/17/2022 11:43 AM

190 We need a place for off leash dog play. The community is that of many dog and pet lovers. A
shared space could accommodate all needs but if not possible, I vote for an off leash dog
space.

12/17/2022 10:32 AM

191 I cannot grasp your assumption that dog park and sports field cannot coexist. They have for at
least the 15 years our daughter played soccer there. Soccer lasts for 3-4 months, and it is
possible to designate practice days and game days, which dog owners would work around.
They always did!

12/17/2022 10:18 AM

192 Please don’t bring a dog park to Curtis Park. Keep the dogs at Sierra 2. 12/17/2022 10:06 AM

193 Sierra 2 is already the perfect dog park and has been since I moved here in 2013. The city
doesn't need to do anything to Sierra 2 except continue to permit the same off-leash use for
dogs that the city has always permitted.

12/17/2022 10:03 AM

194 The dog park at Sierra 2 Park is not only for the dogs to play and socialize but it is also fun for
the owners to socialize!

12/17/2022 9:20 AM

195 Having a dog park in this area is crucial - it's an important community gathering space, and
people need a place to gather and bring their dogs. I also think it's important to leave some
open space, particularly at Curtis Park, for people who want to sit, read, picnic, gather with
friends, etc.

12/17/2022 9:10 AM

196 I would rather have no dog park than have Curtis Park have a dog park. 12/17/2022 9:09 AM

197 The Sierra 2 dog park is an absolutely necessary amenity for our family. There’s nowhere else
in town we can run our dog off leash and also have a playground for our daughter to use. There
simply isn’t enough time in the day to have to go to two separate places to accomplish what
Sierra 2 currently provides. The sudden, secretive, and underhanded attempt to remove the
dog park from Sierra 2 does not reflect the community values of the Curtis Park neighborhood.

12/17/2022 8:55 AM

198 For us the walking path is the important amenity. Would prefer dog s at Sierra 2 12/17/2022 7:39 AM

199 My child used Sierra 2 when she played soccer all her years growing up. We always shared
with dog owners. The field was rough then as it is now. The field isn’t being used now NOT
because of dogs, but because it wasn’t maintained to the level necessary for a soccer field
due to budget issues. This new issue simply brings up the importance of having enough open
space available while we infill with high density housing. It’s an environmental equity issue.

12/17/2022 7:23 AM

200 It seems the community wants a dog park. I have no problem with that. But it we get a dog
park it needs to be to code and meet standards so everyone feels safe.

12/17/2022 7:23 AM

201 If a dog park were to be installed, I would appreciate an enclosed area intended for small dogs
only, that would separate them from the large dogs.

12/17/2022 7:13 AM

202 Does Curtis Park really need a dog park? I'd prefer to have it/keep it at Sierra 2 instead. There
is also a dog park a few blocks away in the newer Crocker Village development.

12/17/2022 6:30 AM

203 The dog park isn’t a Neighborhood benefit, the car traffic and influx of people from all areas
makes it the opposite & it actually degrades the Neighborhood plus there is a private dog park
in Crocker village - Sierra 2 is the opposite of private and instead is crowded and dangerous
with strange dogs plus there are tons of cars driving all around where there are kids because
people drive there/not within walking distance - it was supposed to be a neighborhood benefit
with day permits from scna but instead is unregulated

12/17/2022 6:22 AM
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204 A good location for fenced dog park is on triangular park on north-east corner. Safety signs
informing pedestrians around park to not walk in gutter surrounding park to avoid being hit by
cars.

12/16/2022 11:31 PM

205 There is no issue with the Sierra 2 dog park. The issue is created by a lack of creativity by the
City.

12/16/2022 11:06 PM

206 We were amazed when we discovered the Sierra 2 park. All the dogs and owners we have met
are friendly and a pleasure to be around. We have told our local Parks and Rec folk that this is
such a good system - dogs in early morning and evening and then kids/soccer other times. We
meet many elderly dog owners who say they feel safe and secure in the park. Very important.
It's also nice to have grass underfoot rather than wood chips - which damage dog's pads. We
see this park as a highlight of Sacramento. People figuring out a win-win situation and taking
care of the facility. So much better than anything we have near our main home in Marin.

12/16/2022 10:33 PM

207 We walk our dogs on sidewalks in the Curtis Park neighborhood. Some irresponsible dog
owners utilizing the park let their dogs roam free w/o proper supervision. Since we have
trained, purebred show & hunting dogs, they are not comfortable w/ unpredictable dogs running
loose and/or their lackadaisical owners at the dog park.

12/16/2022 9:54 PM

208 I value the trail around Curtis park and would like more lighting to use park in evenings 12/16/2022 9:25 PM

209 I would donate to benches at Sierra 2. Sierra 2 is a fantastic community gathering spot. It is
perfect as is. Love the playground too, kids love it and it is so fun to have everyone of all ages
at the park together doing different things. Playgrounds are important for childrens
development. And parks are so key for social emotional recreation and leisure. Thank you for
Sierra 2! It is much more a community gathering park than Curtis Park or other parks in
Sacramento. It should be a model for what parks can be for people. Great for recreation/mental
health/ community. :) this is one of the few parks in sacramento where seniors gather, meet
and say hello. No other park has that in Sacramento. It feels safe. And the families with
strollers going to the playground while one of the family plays with doggie at the park is just so
warm and wondderful. Its a wonderful life!

12/16/2022 9:12 PM

210 When my kids were younger, we used Sierra 2 Green several days out of the week. Dog
owners were frequently a problem as they did not control their animals. We also sometimes
had soccer games at Sierra 2. I understand that is no longer possible because of the dog
activities.

12/16/2022 9:06 PM

211 Not a dog owner but I see neighbors interacting with each other while their dogs play. Other
closest parks wouldn’t necessarily be a place for neighbors to interact.

12/16/2022 8:56 PM

212 Thanks for doing this. Hoping no changes occur to Curtis Park. If it were to get a dog park, I
think the noise from it would be better suited near the noise from Sutterville Rd.

12/16/2022 8:32 PM

213 Sierra Park already works perfectly as a dog park. Why change that? 12/16/2022 8:26 PM

214 Some of these questions were really poorly written and confusing so I did not answer them. Do
you include any neighborhood feedback before fielding this survey. It is biased at beat.

12/16/2022 8:22 PM

215 Dogs are off leash ALL in McKinley Park. It is getting very dangerous for kids and the elderly
to visit this park.

12/16/2022 7:00 PM

216 I don't want to break the rules so I've stopped going to Sierra 2. I want a dog park in the
neighborhood but I want to respect the residents who live near Sierra 2.

12/16/2022 6:48 PM

217 Q 13 is a poor survey question, in my opinion. My answer is that it would not change my
usage so I answered no but it could be misused to suggest the it might lessen my usage

12/16/2022 6:41 PM

218 City dog parks are ugly and soulless. What kind of dog park is meant in this survey? Would it
stay the same or would grass die and become soulless like the other parks?

12/16/2022 6:07 PM

219 Update the basketball hoops at Sierra and repaint the lines 12/16/2022 6:00 PM

220 Question 3 was very abiguous: I assume 1 is most and 6 is least, but instructions were
extremely unclear

12/16/2022 5:25 PM

221 Both Sierra 2 and Curtis Park would benefit from additional amenities — be it a proper dog park
or sports related courts/fields. We support both locations 100000% as Curtis Park residents.
Thank you for listening to us and taking this survey.

12/16/2022 5:23 PM
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222 dogs have harassed my kids while visiting sierra 2 park. They no longer feel safe playing at
Sierra 2.

12/16/2022 5:22 PM

223 When the new Crocker Village neighborhood was proposed, there was promise of a large park
in the "water retention basin." A fenced-in dog park would work there. It's already completely
fenced in. What happened to that park?

12/16/2022 5:08 PM

224 Put dog park in eames park detention basin. Install dedicated pickleball courts in Curtis park 12/16/2022 5:04 PM

225 Do not have a dog, but may have one in the near future and use a dog park 12/16/2022 4:30 PM

226 Fencing for off leash dogs only is badly needed. People with small dogs are fearful of large off
leash dogs like German Shepards. They are forced to use the pedestrian sidewalks and use
neighbors front yards for the dogs to relieve themselves. Stop the big dog off leash takeover 

12/16/2022 4:30 PM

227 Bathrooms would be nice in Curtis Park. Improving amenities in the park makes no sense
without bathrooms.

12/16/2022 4:20 PM

228 The Sierra 2 field already has most of the fencing in place, an established use-group of almost
20 years duration, and would be easiest to adapt to full-time dog park use. That being said,
both Sierra 2 and Curtis Park are GRASS fields, which dogs much prefer underfoot to the
gravel surface of 'official' city dog parks. ***** As things are now, I can only use either park for
leashed dog walks when unleashed dogs aren't there, and can't let my dog run anywhere
without recruiting a friend with a car to transport us to a fully-fenced dog park. I've lived very
near Sierra 2 for 27 years, and it's both disappointing and sad to have such a close park not
currently meet our needs.

12/16/2022 4:13 PM

229 The heritage live oak trees at the south end of Curtis Park create a magical forest area and
need protection. They will not do well from increased nitrogen (in urine) from a dog park!

12/16/2022 4:06 PM

230 Please do not remove any trees from Curtis Park for any other use. 12/16/2022 4:06 PM

231 There isn't really an place in either park to just sit and enjoy. The benches are randomly stuck
out in the grass and out in the sun.

12/16/2022 4:00 PM

232 I personally don't feel a dog park is needed nor enough room at Curtis park. It's not a big park
and is very well used with sports, picnics, and kids at play.

12/16/2022 3:52 PM

233 Q16 needs a "not in favor of dog park in any location" response option -- my answer. Q17
needs to provide an option to specify what amenities one might be willing to contribute
personal funds.

12/16/2022 3:49 PM

234 Please no dog park at Curtis Park. I’m a dog owner and walk my dog on leash everyday
around the park. I’m not a fan of dog parks and there are plenty in Sacramento for people to
enjoy. Thank you.

12/16/2022 3:44 PM

235 There is plenty of room to accommodate everyone's needs 12/16/2022 3:41 PM

236 We are retired and don't have the funds to help make changes. We give generously to SCNA's
other causes.

12/16/2022 3:38 PM

237 It would amazing to have a fully fenced dog park in either park! Preferably away from a busy
street (sutterville) in case a dog were to get out.

12/16/2022 3:36 PM

238 Curtis Park is good as it is. It's crowded at times but people can still spread out. I love that the
Park is one large open space. I don't prefer addition of a dog park. That will only attract more
people from outside of the Curtis Park neighborhood, bringing more traffic and parking
challenges in our neighborhood. The playground is already small and very crowded at times
because of the outside visitors. I would prefer to keep Curtis Park a quiet, pleasant little
neighborhood.

12/16/2022 3:29 PM

239 Sierra 2 was more than a dog park for us. It allowed us to have a community. We will miss it. 12/16/2022 3:21 PM

240 I currently do not have a dog because our last dog died but I have used the dog training area at
Sierra II in the past and greatly appreciated having access to off leash dog play in my
neighborhood.

12/16/2022 3:14 PM

241 I would support the development of dog parks that separated the large dogs from the small
dogs.

12/16/2022 3:13 PM

242 What makes Sierra 2 such a good dog park is that it's not completely fenced in which requires 12/16/2022 3:13 PM
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dog owners to have a good recall with their dog and so they have to watch their dog - at the
completely fenced in dog parks some do not monitor their dogs behavior and/ or activity -
Sierra 2 is the only dog park in Sac where I don't have issues with other dogs - Plus: It a good
community building activity - I have gotten to know many of my neighbors there.

243 Not opposed to making Sierra2 a dog park - if new fields were made available to Land Park
Soccer in the Crocker Village Park

12/16/2022 3:12 PM

244 I live in land park but Sierra 2 Park is my nearest park 12/16/2022 3:01 PM

245 Sierra 2 has turned into a de facto community gathering for dog owners, despite the few
present safety concerns. Specifically, it’s not fully fenced in, and there should be two separate
areas for small dog and large dogs. But we, as residents of Curtis park, has come to
appreciate/enjoy the open space for social gathering for humans and canines.

12/16/2022 2:57 PM

246 Install bathrooms at both parks 12/16/2022 2:53 PM

247 Catering to dog owners will only placate a few as the other dog owners either have dogs off
leash, let their dogs urinate/defecate in neighbors’ yards, flower beds, plants, etc with little to
no effort to clean up. You cannot legislate human behavior.

12/16/2022 2:52 PM

248 I love Sierra 2 as it is, love the dog park! 12/16/2022 2:49 PM

249 I’d like to see dogs always kept on leash at Sierra 2. 12/16/2022 2:44 PM

250 A dog park would be better suited for Sierra 2 for the following reasons: more parking
availability, less children and/or other people, safer for dogs since there is less traffic traveling
at higher speeds (as is on Sutterville Rd).

12/16/2022 2:41 PM

251 We love seeing the dogs at the park play. We often leave the playground area to interact with
them and their owners. Our only concern is dog poop left on the field area where kids also play.

12/16/2022 2:41 PM

252 Please do not take away the Sierra 2 dog park. We have been going for several years and not
only do our dogs depend on it but my family does to. We meet up with other dog owners in the
area and talk.

12/16/2022 2:37 PM

253 Please improve the basketball courts at Sierra 2 park. It would be amazing for the community
to have basketball hoops at Sierra 2 that have glass backboards and single rims. It’s important
both for the youth to develop a love for the sport, and for those who love basketball.

12/16/2022 2:37 PM

254 my children have used Curtis Park and sierra to over the years for sports field. I don’t believe
our money should go to a dog park. Spend the money on the children.

12/16/2022 2:35 PM

255 Sierra 2 park is such a wonderful resource! As the only park that I would say is easily in
walking distance to me, it is amazing that we are able to use it both as a general park with
plenty of open space and to bring our dog for offleash play and socialization. This has been a
huge source of community for my family. As our family continues to grow, I love the idea that
my husband and I could take our dog and children there at the same time and have one of us
supervise the dog in the open field while the other person supervises the children in the
children's play area. One of the things that makes it so unique is how it is used for multiple
uses, which has created such an organic sense of community. We don't have other dog parks
that have grassy areas and shade that make it comfortable for both dogs and people to hang
out. The size of it is crucial - there is enough space for dogs to spread out into different groups
and get space. Please do not divide the park. The owners that frequent the park are great at
monitoring the dogs and helping dogs get space if they aren't playing well together -- most
other dog parks don't have the same amount of space to allow for this peaceful, spread out
play. The only change that I agree makes sense would be to add fencing to close the open
side. If a sports field is needed in the area, that would be better suited to Curtis Park, keeping
Sierra 2 as a dog park. However, it seems to me that Curtis Park is already used as a
wonderful mixed use space - there is a baseball field, fields used for soccer and volleyball
successfully, basketball, and tennis. The neighborhood is already well equipped for sports --
we need to keep Sierra 2 as a resource for dogs, their families, and the community to gather.
What a beautiful space it is to promote community cohesion!

12/16/2022 2:13 PM

256 Please keep Sierra 2 as a dog park! 12/16/2022 2:00 PM

257 Can’t we somehow all live together, peacefully? This is what a community looks like:
accommodations for all! Thank you!

12/16/2022 1:46 PM
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258 The placement of the new temporary fencing at Sierra 2 for off leash dog use doesn’t seem
well thought through, and I would like the size to be increased and to include access to water.

12/16/2022 1:45 PM

259 We cherish the dog park here at Curtis Park and have used it daily since we moved here in
2005. We have been fortunate to raise three dogs in this park We have made some fabulous,
long standing friends and think it is one of the best assets in Curtis Park!

12/16/2022 1:42 PM

260 PLEASE do not close our dog exercise area. It is vital to exercise our dogs 12/16/2022 1:19 PM

261 Thank you 12/16/2022 1:13 PM

262 Sierra2 has been a valuable and useful shared space for local dog owners for years. It helps
build a sense of community in the neighborhood along with providing much needed space for
dogs to play and exercise. Whereas organized sports events only happen during certain days
and hours, Sierra 2 is consistently used as a dog park by Sacramento residents. Turning it into
a sports field and limiting off leash dog usage would be incredible harmful, wasteful, and
inefficient.

12/16/2022 12:47 PM

263 Jennifer Thomas 12/16/2022 12:07 PM

264 Sierra 2 is an amazing area for dogs! Please don’t take it away from them! 12/16/2022 12:03 PM

265 This space has become more popular amongst dog owners since the start of the Pandemic
event. Evenings in Sierra 2 Park are often busy with dogs & people socializing together. Our
household enjoys attending Sierra 2 Park to allow our dog to exercise off leash.

12/16/2022 12:03 PM

266 Curtis park is a great space but its quite busy with lots with runners and sports. Personally, I
enjoy having my dog off leash and socializing, there is nothing like that at Curtis park

12/16/2022 11:59 AM

267 Just wanted to note that as a 18 year resident of Curtis Park who has used the Sierra 2 field
with three dogs, we used the field conjunctively with soccer leagues for years prior to COVID.
It was done and can be done again.

12/16/2022 11:38 AM

268 Please do not add a dog park to Curtis Park. The beauty of Curtis Park is how open it is. 12/16/2022 11:14 AM

269 I noticed today as I walked by the Sierra 2 Green that city staff were putting up some fencing.
No one seemed to know why this was being done. If you're taking a survey to get our feedback
to help in decision making, why have you started making changes to the park now? Confusing.

12/16/2022 11:04 AM

270 I dont think there should be a dog park in Curtis Park. Keep it at Sierra 2 12/16/2022 10:33 AM

271 As a senior, there are few neighborhood based opportunities for outdoor activities. The dog
park is one. It is a safe distance from my home. I don't have to drive. It provides me with the
opportunity to meet and interact with other members in the community. It gets both me and my
dog, out and moving. I think that's a good thing. It was stated that the city plans to convert the
area for use as a soccer field instead of a dog park. The issue does not have to be framed as
an "either/or" question. The area in question is too small for anything other than under 8 yr old
soccer game. The dog park is used predominantly during times when children are in school
anyway. The two activities don't need to conflict. Somebody mentioned that dogs might "dig
holes" in the field.... Absurd. Dogs running free don't dig holes. There are, however, numerous
gopher holes on the field as there are throughout Sacramento's parks and fields yet that
doesn't seem to deter play. Another objection mentioned was that nebulous, "city liability". Tell
me an activity that the city does or a facility that the city runs that doesn't have some
"liability". Driving a garbage truck, potential liability. Opening a civic center, potential liability.
Operating a golf course, potential liability. The key, however, is how to mitigate hazards and
minimize risk and liability while still providing services and opening facilities. So instead of
closing the park for perceived unacceptable liability, let's discuss what the liability is in having
off leash dog park use. Perhaps there are solutions to those perceived risks. This does not
have to be an area of confrontation. We don't need decisions that pit one faction of the
community against another. I think that the recent experience with the contentious elections
and civic division shows that perhaps working together and compromising; finding a solution
that meets both sides needs, is a better way to go. So I say, don't close the dog park.

12/16/2022 10:14 AM

272 Some of the survey questions do not allow for accurate feedback. I use both Sierra2 and
Curtis Park daily. I would prefer a dog park at Sierra2; but if that wasn’t an option; then Curtis
Park would be better than none. I believe the Sierra 2 Green for use of an off-leash area was
not a big problem until it was listed on the web as a “dog park” (see such things as Yelp
reviews for Sacramento Dog Parks), and people from other areas, especially during the
pandemic; flocked to it without a clear understanding it was multi-use. For those of us who

12/16/2022 9:53 AM
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don’t have 2-legged children and happily pay taxes for education, playgrounds, soccer fields,
etc.; spaces/funds allocated for areas to exercise our dogs should also be a priority. I agree
that people have misused/abused the greens and the privilege of using that area. I
wholeheartedly believe it was not the neighborhood dog owners, but those from other areas
who have not understood its history and that it is a multi-use open space. It deeply saddens
me that our neighborhood gem could be taken away; especially when there are playgrounds at
both Sierra2 and Curtis Park; and open unfenced/underutilized green space at Curtis Park. As
for the allegations that the playground is not properly fenced at Sierra2, I’ll defer to the legal
people; but I see far more families bringing their children and dogs into the Curtis Park
playground than the one at Sierra2. And I also observe far more issues related to the unhoused
at both playgrounds than issues with dogs in playgrounds

273 Please don’t ruin our sweet dog friendly community 12/16/2022 9:24 AM

274 We love Sierra 2 as a dog park and it has been such a blessing for our family and dog with the
people we have met and the accessibility it has for us

12/16/2022 8:32 AM

275 We could have a community garden in the Sierra 2 area as well as a dog park. They could co-
exist, as they do on the corner of Q and 19

12/16/2022 7:08 AM

276 If a dog park is added to Curtis Park, fencing around the dog park and the distance between it
and the playground must be a top priority.

12/16/2022 5:55 AM

277 I would love to see a community garden space for fruits/veggies and flowers for pollinators and
birds/wildlife

12/15/2022 10:07 PM

278 The dog park means so much to us! As residents of oak park/med center, it is the closest off
leash area that is safe enough and comfortable enough for my dog. My dog is sensitive to loud
city noises so the alternative bark park downtown was not a good option for us. My dog was
immediately comfortable at Sierra 2 and made friends right away!

12/15/2022 8:21 PM

279 I would love to see a community garden here 12/15/2022 8:21 PM

280 There is a need for Community Garden space in the neighborhood. The temporary garden at
2nd and 26th gets a lot of use. The City should convert some of the excessive lawn space at
Curtis Park to native and community gardens, and also accomodate the dogs and sports
needs. There is a lot of space that is just lawn, which is good for hanging out, but it is rarely all
used and a more diverse experience would be attractive for a wider audience. If a Dog park is
added at Sierra 2 a garden could also use a portion of that space.

12/15/2022 8:02 PM

281 It’s important for our dogs to have a dog park for exercise and mental stimulation. Just like
humans, pets are family members and serve the freedom of play and building relationships
with other dogs in a safe space.

12/15/2022 5:55 PM

282 Too many dog owners refuse to take responsibility for their dogs and refuse to follow rules.
This leads to safety issues. Who is more important, our kids or our dogs? And I own two dogs!

12/15/2022 4:38 PM

283 Sierra 2 is a great community that cares about each other. Would be a shame to lose my
community and for my dog to lose her access to free play off-leash.

12/15/2022 4:33 PM

284 A dog park at Curtis Park is out of the question. The park at Sierra 2 is over run with dogs.
Some owners do not pick up after their pets, some dogs dig, some dog fight or play very
rough. It is annoying, noisy and sometimes uncomfortable when dogs chase each other and
passersby. At times there may be 20 to 30 dogs at the park. I feel the park should be for
sports, especially for children. Dog owners have taken ownership of the area and the area is
not compatible for both a dog park and a children's soccer field.

12/15/2022 4:06 PM

285 Please reconsider closing the Sierra 2 Park to off-leash dogs and their owners. In the spring,
summer, and fall, I bring my sweet dog, Nellie, to Sierra 2 almost every day. We come as often
as we can in winter too. She has found a community there of both other dogs and people who
love her. When we first moved to our North Oak Park neighborhood from the Arden Arcade
area in the summer of 2021, spending time at Sierra 2 helped both of us to make social
connections in our new part of town. The Sierra 2 Park and the community of dogs and dog
owners associated with it is an invaluable resource to the surrounding neighborhoods. This
space has allowed us to provide our pets with healthy exercise and socialization, while also
providing an opportunity for people to engage with one another face-to-face, which has been
particularly important especially in this strange, post-Covid world we're all living in. I have
spent a fair amount of time in dog parks in different cities around California as well as in

12/15/2022 4:00 PM
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different states around the country, and I can honestly say Sierra 2 — though I realize it's not
an official dog park — is one of the best. There is very little drama there between the dogs, as
there is at some other dog parks. And I have generally found the owners to be quite kind and
conscientious. Please work with us to reach a compromise and a solution that does not take
this incredible resource away from us and our dogs.

286 The current field at Sierra 2 becomes a place for buidling community as dog owners gather
during specified morning and evening hours. Its use for off-leash dogs could be restricted
during times it is used by sports leagues. Whether used for dog running or sports, a more
durable turf would help a lot.

12/15/2022 3:34 PM

287 Why isn't a potential dog park site placed somewhere in the middle of curtis park? 12/15/2022 3:18 PM

288 I love Sierra 2. My doggo does too. We are hopeful we will still be able to use Sierra 2 for our
excercise needs. My dog is immensely good for my mental health and his health is very
important to me. Having a dog park area is great for the both of us.

12/15/2022 3:14 PM

289 Parking can sometimes be a problem when sports/events occur. Having more sports events
could make the problem worse.

12/15/2022 3:05 PM

290 Curtis Park is a fantastic location for open space, sports, and community events. Its location
brings together historic and community-oriented neighborhoods in Sacramento that thrive with
open space. There are many groups that would love to see renovations done to Curtis Park,
and would especially like to see open space preserved.

12/15/2022 2:37 PM

291 Sierra 2 has grass , space and good shade. It should remain that way. The other dog parks are
too muddy or hot and dusty depending on season. My dog is black furred and she does better
when shade and grass are present.

12/15/2022 2:30 PM

292 Please do not further limit the open space at Curtis Park. On the weekends, it is already
difficult to find unoccupied space for group sports. Further limiting open space will raise safety
concerns by forcing more groups into smaller areas. Adding a bathroom to Curtis Park would
AMAZING.

12/15/2022 2:28 PM

293 Saw older woman with small dog who was nipped by a large dog that ran out of the park. 12/15/2022 1:38 PM

294 Through the community of off-leash dog park at Sierra 2 I have interacted far more with my
neighbors than in any other setting. It was a great community-builder and social space. There
is no better use for a city park than bringing people together. All the times I went I never saw
any problems or anything worth people complaining about. It would be tremendously sad if it
was taken away. The reason I said I wouldn’t donate money personally is that in my opinion
the only change necessary is a little bit more fencing. We already pay enough in taxes to
cover that cost.

12/15/2022 9:27 AM

295 Curtis Park doesn't need a dog park. Instead it should have a better larger playground for
children.

12/15/2022 9:11 AM

296 Your decision to disrupt our beloved Sierra II is a terrible disservice to our community. Making
decisions on a few vindictive rabble rousers is very bad governing. That’s all. I know many
very upset locals that have worked very hard at creating this magical space that brings out the
very best in human and canine interaction. A very poor decision indeed.

12/14/2022 11:52 PM

297 I have been enjoying the ability to take my dogs to Sierra 2 off leash for over 20 years. My
dogs, child and many friendships are all centered around that amenity; I have gained a sense
of community I would otherwise never have had if I could not take my dogs there. There is
almost 30 years precedent established of dogs using that park off-leash. Yes, officially as a
“training” area and not a “dog park” but at this point so many years down the road that is just
semantics. It’s exhausting to have to defend our rights as users every few years when a few
people voice their discontent. And no, it does not require more fencing. It has worked fine all
this time leave it be.

12/14/2022 10:31 PM

298 Sierra 2 is essentially already being used as a dog park. Don’t reinvent the wheel. Build out the
necessary infrastructure a make Sierra 2 an official dog park/childrens playground.

12/14/2022 10:27 PM

299 Sierra 2 has been a happy dog park, we don’t Understand the drama 12/14/2022 10:15 PM

300 As a family with young children we would love it if you provided restrooms and more
community gathering/picnic areas.

12/14/2022 9:42 PM
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301 Thank you very much 12/14/2022 8:56 PM

302 Benches and bathrooms would make these more usable for disabled folks and kids. 12/14/2022 8:37 PM

303 Sierra 2 makes a great dog park. There is a large community of responsible dog owners who
have used it for years. Letting a few curmudgeons ruin that is asinine. Put up a fence or
whatever has to happen to let it be used the way the community wants. Installing a little dog
run at Curtis isn't going to answer the community's need. I say all this as a parent who lives a
block from Sierra 2; I take my young toddler there more often than I take (took, thanks) my
dog, have done since she was born, and have never had an issue. People having issues are
looking for them.

12/14/2022 8:29 PM

304 Please improve the playground at Curtis park. It is not as safe as the one at Sierra 2. Adding a
shade structure would help a lot in the summer too. Thank you!

12/14/2022 8:08 PM

305 Curtis Park’s open space is a key factor in the park’s usability. There are regularly volleyball,
soccer, and football played here on both sides of the park, and joggers around the perimeter. A
dog park would interrupt the flow of the park and its current usage. Please keep the dog park at
Sierra 2 where the neighborhood already makes use of it!

12/14/2022 8:08 PM

306 Dogs don’t belong off leash at Sierra 2. During the pandemic as a teacher I should have been
able to send my kids to the park alone but it was not safe due to the off leash dogs.

12/14/2022 8:06 PM

307 If we end up with a dog park at Curtis Park (not opposed, but I love it as is!), the south side
seems like it would be preferable. If it were on the north side, the rest of the park would be
somewhat less usable for other activities - the proximity to Sutterville is a barrier for sports
(losing balls), young kids (safety), and gatherings (noise).

12/14/2022 7:59 PM

308 There is an open unused sunken space in crocker village that is supposed to be a park. A dog
park can be built there.

12/14/2022 7:52 PM

309 Shared usage was successful for many years because limited hours were observed. If there is
a dog park open all day, the grass will be torn up by overuse. I hope we can find a way to
share usage.

12/14/2022 7:47 PM

310 Sierra 2's dog area with a children's playground adjacent to it provides a place for the entire
family to be entertained.

12/14/2022 7:33 PM

311 I have a dog and love dogs but they shouldn’t be the priority when it comes to making Curtis
park better. Any funds should be used to upkeep the park and make its current amenities nicer.

12/14/2022 7:28 PM

312 There is enough money to fund a REAL dog park in Curtis Park, that is for everyone and
doesn't require "registration" from someone with a gmail account. Please open to everyone!!!

12/14/2022 7:21 PM

313 The off leash dog park was the best part of Sierra 2 (my kids would play on the playground and
I’d stand nearby and throw the ball to my dog. All the other dogs were friendly and well
behaved. Fenced and controlled dog parks (isle belle Coolidge) tended to have more
aggressive and I’ll behaved dogs and Sierra 2 was the only park my dog was happy at. My
kids lived the shaded park from age 2-10. They went to preschool there so we lived at Sierra 2
for many years! I’ve recently gone back with friends with dogs and found the same joyful and
playful dog park.

12/14/2022 5:59 PM

314 Ludicrous to change a beautiful urban park that fronts hundreds of homes and provides open
space for thousands of people just to provide more space for dogs. There is an existing
established dog park at Sierra 2, which is already fenced, does not face hundreds of homes,
and is not used by thousands of people for urban open space.

12/14/2022 3:12 PM

315 Curtis Park has also been degraded by 24/74 off leash dog use and it seems the City does
nothing to enforce leash laws. Would like to see leash laws enforced. Unleashed dogs are
often hundreds of feet from their owners, approaching walkers and joggers, leaving dog poop
that never gets picked up, and digging holes that are ankle-twisters waiting to happen for the
rest of us.

12/14/2022 2:12 PM

316 I don't think the either/or sports park or dog park is the right question for Sierra 2. The dog park
standards are (1) objectives rather than design/engineering based, and (2) given the lack of
land (and funds), the City should really look at how a unique multi-use facility could be
accomplished.

12/14/2022 2:02 PM

317 Thank you for working with the needs of the community on this important matter! My family 12/14/2022 12:44 PM
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recently moved to Land Park, and the Sierra 2 dog park community has hands down had the
greatest impact on our sense of belonging and connection in the area. Not only is it an
immense benefit to our dog to be able to run and play with other dogs in a safe, shaded
environment, but it’s allowed us to connect with other members of our community who have
shared interests and hobbies that we otherwise would have never met. There really isn’t a
comparable environment in the area and we would be very disappointed to lose this place - it’s
always the highlight of our days!

318 I don’t think a dog park is appropriate at Curtis park. 12/14/2022 12:31 PM

319 I'd really like to see the city install a water feature at the playground. 12/14/2022 12:03 PM

320 More people use the Sierra 2 Green as a dog park then they would use it as a sports facility.
Sierra 2 dog park is used daily by many people and many dogs. It would be tragic to convert
Sierra 2 Green to a sports field, which would be seldom used. Keeping the Sierra 2 Dog park
as it is, to the greatest extent possible, would be the best service to the people of
Sacramento. If one comes to the Sierra 2 dog park in the morning or in the evening, they would
see many enthusiastic people socializing with each other and exercising their dogs. The Sierra
2 dog park is one of the very best amenities of the entire Sacramento area!

12/14/2022 9:41 AM

321 We have owned a house right on the park for over 10 years. We enjoy watching people in the
park. We are not interested in a dog park, and do not want one. We had a dog until a few years
ago and we took him to the dog park across from belle Coolidge library and never once thought
we should have a dog park here.

12/14/2022 9:33 AM

322 Sierra 2 currently works as an off leash dog park for Curtis Park residents. All it needs is a
small section of fence to enclose park for dog safety. A corner section of park at 4th and 25th
streets is fenced in for children so parents can bring both children and dogs to enjoy outdoors.

12/14/2022 9:16 AM

323 The dog community at Sierra 2 is qualitatively different from any I have found anywhere in the
state. The group has made a safe and enjoyable atmosphere for dogs and people for decades.

12/14/2022 7:35 AM

324 Please keep the Sierra 2 dog park open! 12/13/2022 10:28 PM

325 I have young grandchildren who would enjoy the playground more if you incorporated my above
suggestions.

12/13/2022 6:51 PM

326 A dog park seems a much better fit for Sierra 2 than for Curtis Park, where expanses of
uncommitted park land are one of its best features.

12/13/2022 6:07 PM

327 not being a present dog owner I can say dogs do bring a communal bond to an
area/neighborhood

12/13/2022 4:33 PM

328 I would like to participate in a new design of the park. 12/13/2022 2:49 PM

329 I love Sacramento but there are so few options for dog owners to off-leash with their pets.
Please consider installing a large area for dogs to run freely with grass and shade. Thank you!

12/13/2022 2:00 PM

330 The dog park is larger than just a space for dogs to run around. It brings people from all over
the Sacramento community together to have a safe outdoor space to gather with their dogs,
socialize and feel part of a community.

12/13/2022 1:54 PM

331 The dog owners at Sierra 2 have built a beautiful community and Sacramento needs a large off
leash park. Thank you for administering this survey.

12/13/2022 1:52 PM

332 The dog park at Sierra 2 was such a wonderful meeting place to socialize not only pets, but
get to know neighbors who have common interests. I do think fencing the north side would be
much better in case a dog tries to run out.

12/13/2022 1:36 PM

333 The jogging trail is the most important amenity at Curtis Park but you didn't include it! Well-
behaved dogs chasing balls off leash at Curtis Park are fine with me. Never had a problem.
But don't want a dog park--too dense.

12/13/2022 12:32 PM

334 It's wonderful to see both scheduled and impromptu activities at both those park, even if it's
just mom and daughter throwing a frisbee. Taking away space to accommodate dog owners
isn't the right thing to do.

12/13/2022 12:29 PM

335 I had a dog for 14 years and walked him daily on a leash at Curtis Park. Unleashed dogs were
a nuisance and more than once attacked my leashed dog (a 55 lb mix breed). I take my
grandchildren regularly to the playgrounds of both parks. Always on the look out for unleashed

12/13/2022 11:17 AM
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dogs. If a fenced dog park would encourage people to keep their dogs leashed when out of the
dog park, then we should provide a dog park.

336 A drought tolerant area of CA native plants would be a nice addition to Curtis Park. Somewhere
near the tennis courts would be nice.

12/13/2022 10:53 AM

337 This survey assumes a dog park in Curtis Park and there is no answer that " I oppose the use
of Curtis Park as as dog park." Question 15 and 16 is loaded to answer Yes to a dog park.
What happened to a fair honest survey methodology. Kids need room on the grass for sports
and passive recreational uses. We used to fly our drone in the park around the holiday... What
happened to honest administration.... / Hal Thomas

12/13/2022 10:35 AM

338 The Sierra 2 combo of a playground and dog park is particularly awesome. Please keep it
going!

12/13/2022 10:32 AM

339 I hope in the effort for sierra 2 to be conforming to the city's regulations for a dog park, it will
not take away what makes the existing space so great as is. There is a reason why it is so
popular as a dog park, because it isn't like the other ones in town. Its not clear what about the
park does not meet the city's requirements for a dog park other than the open fence on one
side. I fear over-regulation would ruin what is a great amenity in the neighborhood.

12/13/2022 9:41 AM

340 This survey was promised as an open ended look at what uses people wish to see in these
two parks. I find the survey heavily skewed toward suggesting a dog park is a fait accompli.
Basically the survey asks where respondents wish to have a dog park, not if they want one.

12/13/2022 8:32 AM

341 There has to be a compromise to using Sierra 2 as a dog park. It has been many years that
this is the norm. It doesn’t make sense to pull it as an amenity. I’ve lived here for 19 years and
it is an aspect of my neighborhood experience that I enjoy.

12/12/2022 11:13 PM

342 Please don't alter Curtis Park. It is perfect the way it is. Adding a dog park would take away
from it's beauty, and the city would just be trading one problem for another. Thank you for your
consideration.

12/12/2022 10:48 PM

343 I personally feel that moving a dog park to Curtis park would greatly take away from the beauty
of the park. It would discourage runners and individuals exercising if it was placed at either
side of the park. Parking would be an issue, and overall it would cause many issues. Please
don't alter Curtis Park, it is beautiful as is.

12/12/2022 9:20 PM

344 We live park-front on the South end of Curtis Park. If a dog park is put in front of our house, we
will be very upset. The park is a peaceful place where we play with our children.

12/12/2022 8:38 PM

345 What about a dog park in Crocker Village, maybe where the big hole in the ground is. I believe
its the site of a promised park by the developer....

12/12/2022 8:21 PM

346 I love being part of the dog owner community that visits Sierra 2. I think it would be wonderful
for it to be split and used for both dogs and people. I believe Curtis Park is better suited for a
sports field

12/12/2022 8:09 PM

347 N/A 12/12/2022 7:34 PM

348 Thank you so much for the opportunity to provide input. We regularly bring our dog to the park,
as we don’t have enough room at home for her to exercise. We have tried most of the dog
parks in the area, and Sierra 2 is by far our favorite. Not only is the lawn large enough that
different dogs and people can choose to be together or not, but both the dogs AND the people
are the best behaved. Some of this may be due to the neighborhood-y feel of the park, but
maybe also because it is large enough to allow both people and dogs to avoid confrontation.
For our family, it is especially wonderful and important that there is an adjacent children’s
playground. This allows the whole family to go out and have fun together. It’s a really important
family outing. It also gives our children the opportunity to learn to interact with other dogs. This
park is important to us, and I thank you for your careful consideration.

12/12/2022 5:34 PM

349 The green at Sierra 2 serves the community as a sort of “village green” where people can
socialize with each other while socializing and exercising their dogs. It fulfills a need within the
community, and does it well. The mood of the interactions between dogs Is friendly and well
overseen by their owners. This green is a gem and one of my favorite things about living in
Sacramento.

12/12/2022 4:57 PM

350 The Sierra 2 dog park needs to be preserved as it is, to the greatest extent possible. This will
fulfill the needs of the greatest number of people. This is a vitally important amenity to

12/12/2022 4:34 PM
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preserve, for people and dogs alike.

351 Sierra 2 is too small for a sports field. Please add a roller skating rink to Curtis park.
Sacramento has no rollerskating parks like LA. We already have every other sports field. This
is good both for adults and kids. It could also be used for roller hockey. Tennis courts can only
be used by 2-4, max 8 people at a time while rollerskating rinks can accommodate a lot more
people at the same time. Oak park has a skate park but no rollerskating facilities

12/12/2022 3:31 PM

352 We have been using Sierra 2 for training our dogs as a part of Dogxillary since 2015. Please
don't take this important part of the community away from us and our dogs!

12/12/2022 2:34 PM

353 See #15 above -- please don't put a dog park in both parks! And I say this as a dog owner and
lover. One is plenty, and I want to make sure the parks stay safe for everyone to use.

12/12/2022 1:58 PM

354 Needs work at both locations. The amenities are run down. 12/12/2022 1:51 PM

355 If people are already using Sierra 2 as a dog park, it makes sense to turn it in to an official dog
park. I love the open space at Curtis Park and do not want a dog park there, even as a dog
lover!

12/12/2022 1:29 PM

356 When used as a dog park, there were 5-25 people consistently at Sierra II. I know of no other
event that consistently draws that number of users. Dog owners consistently parked on the
park side, so did not park in front of residences and were very good about picking up after their
own dogs and others if the owner missed seeing their dog relieving itself. I understand the
open side and off leash, so it would be nice to simply close up the open side with a gate.

12/12/2022 1:21 PM

357 after bringing our dog to a number of the parks in the area we found our home here at Sierra 2.
The community that gathers in the evening with their furry friends has been so welcoming and
the most responsible owners I've come across at any park here in Sac!

12/12/2022 1:09 PM

358 As newer visitors to Sierra 2 Park, we were so positively surprised at the sense of
responsibility, community, and kindness other dog owners have shown. It's a wonderful place
for our dog to run and socialize with the most responsible owners we've ever engaged with
which is rare in a dog park type area. There are no other dog parks near us that compare to the
experience at Sierra 2 or are even close to us as East Sacramento residents. It would be such
a shame to lose this fabulous gathering area for not only our dog to engage but for us to
engage with the community in a positive way.

12/12/2022 12:59 PM

359 A community garden at either Sierra2 or Curtis Park would be a nice amenity. Volunteer work
parties are always a good idea for free labor and upkeep. City provided food and supplies are
good support for volunteers.

12/12/2022 12:44 PM

360 I think this whole change in use of the park is ridiculous. How I see it, this comes down to the
fact that a few rich nearby homeowners that decide to complain can dictate how the city runs,
despite affecting a number of other community residents that have been using this park as a
dog park for years. There are designated basketball courts, which people are able to use
without issue. But I haven’t seen a soccer net in the soccer posts there the entire time I’ve
been going to the park. All dog owners are super respectful at this park, which is why I go
there over other dog parks. Aren’t there more important things to be addressing than a
community using the park in the way they have been for years? Are animal control officers or
park rangers really that bored that they have nothing else to enforce or do? If so, we should be
expending less city resources on them and more on other crises affecting the city, like the
homelessness issue. The fact that the city is wasting any time and resources on this issue is
absolutely flabbergasting. Let’s operate more as a democracy instead of an aristocracy where
we let a few rich Curtis Park residents control the rest of the community.

12/12/2022 12:10 PM

361 Sierra 2 seems like a fine location for a dog park but the off-leash hours should be enforced. 12/12/2022 10:45 AM

362 Sierra 2 cannot be a shared use park -- because dog owners do not respect the rights of non-
dog owners. The park is *constantly* overrun with dogs off leash during hours when the park is
supposed to be for exclusive human use. It's not just sometimes; 24 hours a day there are
dogs running off leash. Sierra 2 is also not big enough to have a dedicated smaller space just
for dogs, and to also accommodate non-dog use by families and the sports field. The number
of off-leash dog fights is truly out of control. I am an attorney, and my professional opinion is:
off leash use of Sierra 2 is a multimillion dollar lawsuit waiting to happen. There are very
serious dogfights, and some humans will be very seriously injured if this is allowed to continue.
The park is not usable in any way by children due to the presence of large aggressive dogs off
leash, and the children's playground is not adequately fenced to keep dogs out. The fence

12/12/2022 10:00 AM
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height is too low. Dogs make incursions into the children's playground. On top of which: dog
owners cut through the children's playground constantly to get to the field. Beyond the issues
with Sierra 2 park itself, dog owners allow their dogs to use all yards abutting the park as a
public toilet -- and they don't clean up after them. If they do, rarely, they often throw bags of
dog waste near your trash cans -- not in them. Living adjacent to Sierra 2, I can tell you from
long experience that dog owners simply do not respect the rights and privileges of anyone
else. They should not be allowed to commandeer Sierra 2 any longer for their exclusive use --
to the detriment of the broader community. It's a tragedy that families cannot use the field -- at
all -- because dog owners refuse to respect limitations on their use to the posted hours, refuse
to clean up after their dogs, and refuse to adequately control them.

363 I would like a community garden, many neighborhoods have them and we do not, I Garden a
lot and am short of space and sunny areas, more than any other activity I think community
garden would be best

12/12/2022 9:53 AM

364 Sierra 2 has become a special place to gather with our dog and visit with fellow dog owners 12/12/2022 9:25 AM

365 The dog park at Sierra 2 has been in operation for 20 years! Don't close it down. Have the
soccer fields moved!

12/12/2022 9:24 AM

366 Sierra 2 has an amazing dog family. It is wonderful to connect with neighbors/fellow
Sacramentons while our dogs happily play in this large expanse. It’s a big enough area for
dogs to really chase balls and get long runs in. Our dog needs to run and this is the best place
we have found citywide. The dog owners here seem to be better parents of their dogs. There is
rarely ( can only think of one time and it was minor) an issue between any of the dogs. It’s nice
to have large and small dogs together as that Also helps socialize them. My dog is never
comfortable in the other dog parks but he loves Sierra 2 and now has many friends there.
Please help us keep this amazing space for our dog community

12/12/2022 9:24 AM

367 I strongly recommend against a fenced dog park at Curtis Park. It would significantly change
the overall feel of the park. Sierra 2 is perfect the way it is. Just need to complete the fencing
on the north west side and call it good.

12/12/2022 8:31 AM

368 A dog park is greatly needed in Curtis park and would be used and appreciated! 12/12/2022 8:28 AM

369 You MUST install a dog park at one of these locations. Many of us do not have large enough
yards in this city to accommodate off leash dog play, and this is the only space we are able to
do that for our animals.

12/12/2022 8:25 AM

370 A large open area for frisby excercises for our dogs, would be great! 12/12/2022 8:04 AM

371 We used to take our dogs to Sierra 2 dog park but there are way too many dogs there now and
it no longer fun or safe. We have had too many bad experiences with our dogs and son there.
Our dogs have been attacked by other dogs and our son was once bit by dog, luckily he was
wearing long sleeves and a heavy jacket and there were just teeth marks on his arm that did
not break the surface. Knowing this, the dog owner kept bringing dog back to park and that is
when we stopped going.

12/12/2022 7:33 AM

372 There is plenty of areas to walk a dog without fencing a particular area. I have a dog and am
against a dog park.

12/12/2022 7:19 AM

373 Sierra 2 has been used for dogs to socialize and play for the 30 years I have had my dogs..it
is an intimate space for the neighborhood. Why change something that works? The size,
shape and shade requirements are perfect! I know of no need for fencing in my 30 years and in
this situation, dog owners are more attentive to their dogs behavior than in fenced parks. Curtis
Park is much more suitable for soccer due to its size as William Land Park is for golf and
baseball and kids are “driven “ to soccer in carpools, so what difference would it make.
Acoustically, the noise from soccer is better diffused in an open area like Curtis rather than
Sierra which is more densely surrounded by homes. Additionally, street traffic is minimal
around Sierra and so less of a problem for all. Truthfully kids don’t care where the soccer fields
are…they just want to play soccer…..

12/12/2022 7:18 AM

374 Please consider the size necessary to safely play ball or frisbee. That is the obstacle to other
dog parks. Too small to safely play either. Also, city is taking away del Rio area. So there are
NO options for us who play ball or frisbee within park rules. The consequences will result in
more people using spaces against the rules because we don’t have any other options.

12/12/2022 7:12 AM

375 I feel as if a fenced dog park in Curtis park would disrupt the beauty of that park. Having open 12/12/2022 6:36 AM
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fields in Curtis park makes more sense to me

376 I think it's best to install a fenced dog park and community garden at Sierra 2 and a soccer
field on the north end of Curtis Park. If this were to happen I would appreciate the city cracking
down on all the unleashed dogs in Curtis park.

12/12/2022 5:27 AM

377 What happened to the “park” and soccer field that was supposed to be built in Crocker Village?
There is a large fenced (locked) dirt pit that looks like a prison yard.

12/11/2022 9:35 PM

378 We choose to not bring our dog to dog parks in general, but my general observation of the
current use of Sierra 2 is that it is generally well used and well treated by dog owners. It has
never interfered with our use of the playground, and the kids seem to enjoy seeing the dogs. It
is unclear to me why it needs to be a city-sanctioned area. Also, even before the pandemic, I
never saw organized groups using the soccer field. Last summer, groups located at Sierra 2
seemed to use the park without concern. It is not clear why this is an either/or. Individuals
bring their dogs to other soccer fields without this becoming an issue with the city.

12/11/2022 7:40 PM

379 I've never been to Sierra 2. 12/11/2022 6:54 PM

380 I do not have a dog, but perhaps I will some day. Should that ever happen, it would be nice to
have a dog park in the neighborhood. Should I ever have a dog, I would be willing to help pay
for having a dog park close to where I live. Since I don’t currently have a dog, I am not
interested in doing so.

12/11/2022 6:05 PM

381 We greatly value the opportunity to have our dog off lease at Sierra 2 and it is a great
community gathering area for dog owners.

12/11/2022 5:35 PM

382 I think a dog park is important even though I don’t own a dog- I’m glad that a solution for safety
might come out of this

12/11/2022 5:07 PM

383 Many dog owners would contribute personal funds to bringing Sierra 2 up to Dog Park
regulation standards

12/11/2022 4:56 PM

384 The Sierra 2 dog park fills a needed niche, and any reduction of access there would be sorely
received

12/11/2022 4:29 PM

385 I drive to Sierra Park nearly everyday for my dog - please please please don’t take it away!!!! 12/11/2022 4:27 PM

386 I am against installing a dog park in Curtis Park. The park is used heavily for all manner of
activities/Sports /socializing /Community events . Taking any space from Curtis Park is
unacceptable.

12/11/2022 4:08 PM

387 Dogs dig holes and urine kills grass. You can’t have a dog park on a soccer field. When my
kids were young they hated playing soccer at Sierra 2. It’s best use would be a soccer field
and the fence dog park would be more centrally located at the north end of Curtis Park.

12/11/2022 3:25 PM

388 I disagree that Sierra2 Park is not large enough for both a dog park and a soccer field - the
whole area between the basketball courts and the playground could be dog park. The only
advantage to Curtis park is that the dog park could be made large enough with a long enough
run in one direction that the hunting/active breeds would have enough distance for ball throwing
to get the activity/exercise that they need. This is one of the reasons that it is so common to
see people using neighborhood schools near them all over the city to use as impromptu dog
parks - that their dogs actually get enough space. It is also good that when dogs are contained
that they are not too congested - that those dogs who want to be social can and those that
want more space can get that space.

12/11/2022 3:16 PM

389 My dog and I love going to Sierra 2 park since it’s a great place to interact with other dog
owners and for my dog to remain social. I was fairly new to the area less than a year ago and
going to Sierra 2 really helped to get to know my surrounding neighbors and get good info on
Veterinarians and training for my dog, Roxi who just turned a year old. Also everyone there is
on top of picking up after their dog which makes for a much more pleasant play area for the
dogs to run around and play!

12/11/2022 1:40 PM

390 Hi, I’m a market research specialist for SMUD living in Oak Park and believe this survey is
really important but I don’t believe this particular survey will be providing you quality data and
will likely end up being misleading. Potentially leading to uninformed decisions. For example - I
didn’t realize Sierra 2 was a park but I’m giving my opinion on what should be there and saying
I never visit but that’s because I didn’t know it was a park. If I knew it was a park, I would
have gone there but there is no where for me to say that. Also not having the survey being

12/11/2022 12:29 PM
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dynamic can lead to respondents saying they don’t have a dog but then answering their dog is
over 35 lbs. so your backend data may be a pain to clean or just lead to confusing data. Would
be happy to help fix this one if you are interested - my personal email is
kleinjoes89@yahoo.com And I don’t mean any offense to whoever created this survey! Making
one is not an easy thing to do but I do believe this is really important to get right since you
may not have many opportunities for feedback. Thank you for all the work your organization
does improving our communities! Joe Klein

391 It really should be separated into a big dog park and a small dog park. There is a successful
one off of Jefferson Blvd and Stone in West sac. Or there is Bark Park in midtown. If you
create a sizable dog park in the unused south section of Curtis Park, you could skip using
Sierra 2.

12/11/2022 11:58 AM

392 When my child was younger we went to the Sierra 2 park 2-3 times a week. It was always
unnerving when there were unleashed dogs in the green and several times unleashed dogs
came into the fenced playground area. Owners tended not to show concern when their dogs
approached toddlers / small children. Never appreciated having to always watch for dog feces
in the green and thus limited play time there because of it. Defined and safe separate area for
unleashed dogs at Sierra 2 or Curtis Park is a great idea.

12/11/2022 11:34 AM

393 Sierra 2 has been a dog park community for the last few years, and was incredibly meaningful
to both my dogs and me and my fiancé, especially during pandemic lockdowns. I truly hope it
continues to be a dog park community, and will do whatever it takes to keep it that way.

12/11/2022 11:29 AM

394 It would seem that we are fortunate to enough space to accommodate all 6 of the above
amenities, with an additional option of a community garden included. Sierra 2 should remain an
option for a dog park due the accessibility for handicapped parking

12/11/2022 11:11 AM

395 Thank you 12/11/2022 10:47 AM

396 We love using Sierra 2 Park for our dogs, but would love either parks to have a city approved
dog park at either locations.

12/11/2022 10:36 AM

397 I would donate funds for a community garden in the North area of Curtis Park. 12/11/2022 10:28 AM

398 I'm sorry that I haven't filled in some of your boxes, but they do not give one the chance to
address the larger role of these 2 parks.

12/11/2022 10:16 AM

399 The Sierra 2 park is a great venue to socialize our dog and also meet and interact with our
neighbors. I feel it is been beneficial for us and our community.

12/11/2022 9:57 AM

400 I am only interested in a dog park at Sierra 2. The current situation there is great and I don’t
feel needs to be changed. Question 13 of this survey did not make sense to me.

12/11/2022 9:52 AM

401 As an adult, it gets harder to meet new friends and be social. The dog training park at Sierra 2
introduced me to lifelong friends of diverse ages. It’s helped me create roots in our
neighborhood that are priceless. Please do not ignore the voices of the majority to
accommodate the complaints of a few.

12/11/2022 9:44 AM

402 Sierra 2 seems like a great place for a dog park, since that is the known gathering place
already. Curtis Park should remain open/natural free use space for both humans and dogs (on-
leash) to enjoy without fences. Thank you for offering this survey!

12/11/2022 9:08 AM

403 As a senior citizen of this community for 42 years, I embrace the daily opportunity to walk with
my husband and dog to the Sierra 2 Greens. I feel safe with the familiar surroundings and
fellow dog owners. I would not feel the same security travelling to unfamiliar parks. Thanks for
asking.

12/11/2022 8:57 AM

404 Sierra 2 is best suited for a dog park. It is sheltered behind the buildings. It is a good size to
allow dogs to run. To take an equivalent amount of space out of Curtis Park’s north area would
interfere with other well attended community uses. The south area is too close to heavily
trafficked Sutterville Rd.

12/11/2022 8:31 AM

405 Please DONT put a fence up in Curtis Park!!! No fence in Curtis Park, please. 12/11/2022 8:18 AM

406 We enjoy using both Curtis Park and Sierra 2. We are also pleased with the city’s
maintenance.

12/11/2022 7:17 AM

407 Curtis definitely needs an enclosed area for off-leash dogs and/or children. Curtis is big enough
to accommodate different usage and can be split by space. Sierra 2 requires a bit more

12/11/2022 7:16 AM
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enclosure for off-leash play. And park users must be held responsible for cleanliness and
safety of the space. Both the parks can easily be split by time, instead of fighting, dividing,
and depriving each other of our needs, having a survey to find days of the week and hours of
the day for various activities can help and build a healthier community for all. Installing night
flood lights for popular days/hours can easily facilitate more usage of these fields for various
activities especially during shorter days when the sun sets before 5pm. None of these usages
are minor. For a community resource, we must consider the needs of the entire community, for
all age groups as well. That's democracy. They are all crucial to our community especially
given the state of our health crisis (physical, mental/emotional, spiritual, community/social,
drug abuse, etc you name it) which has been ever so blatantly since the pandemic. Let's live
together and help each other out through this survey, instead of playing division politics and
being greedy for our individual needs. It's sad that many will lie or feel the need to fight one
way or the other, when we can easily accommodate for all if we open our minds and our arms.

408 North end Curtis: dog parks South end Curtis: community garden 12/11/2022 7:04 AM

409 Keep dog park at Sierra 2. 12/11/2022 6:55 AM

410 Regarding question 17, I think the Sierra 2 park space if fine and functions as it is meant to
with dogs, kids, people, specialty sport activities and soccer practice and weekend games. A
nicer gate would be lovely and I would be willing to donate for that. Otherwise the space is
perfect the way it is. Again, I live across the street.

12/11/2022 6:41 AM

411 no dog park please 12/11/2022 12:29 AM

412 I understand dog owners wanting a space for their dogs to run off leash, but this should NOT
take away people & especially kids use of the neighborhood parks. The dog park should be
separated, as I've personally seen terrible dog owner behavior, such as allowing dogs off leash
anywhere in a park that has a designated dog area (not just in the designated area) and poop
and dog bags littering the ground creating unsanitary conditions. Put the dog park in another
area that's not already established for human park use, like abandoned alleys and easements
and the drainage area by Crocker Shopping Center, not our prime park spaces.

12/11/2022 12:17 AM

413 William Curtis Park is not suitable for a dog park. Parking is very limited and the streets are
narrow. Additionally, there is a running track around it so dogs would have access and
containment issues. Additionally the required fencing would ruin the open look of the park
which is needed for volleyball teams and other youth groups. A dog park in Sierra 2 is also not
appropriate. The surrounding streets are narrow and parking space and neighborhood access is
limited. The soccer field is being ruined by too many dogs so teams can't use it and there are
safety issues with the children's playground. There would have to be numerous fences which
would ruin the open space. Green space in the city is shrinking and this would reduce it more
as the dogs are destroying the grass (check this at other dog parks). Overall, also due to the
increased traffic and parking issues, it is an environmentally unfriendly concept. Worst of all
this is all being explored so a relatively small group of highly entitled upper middle class people
can just continue taking what they want and the City is helping this exercise in classism.

12/10/2022 10:34 PM

414 No dog park in Curtis Park. 12/10/2022 9:56 PM

415 We need a dog park in Curtis Park. 12/10/2022 8:54 PM

416 Please keep the field as a dog park at Sierra 2 12/10/2022 8:35 PM

417 Dog parks are generally dangerous for dogs. I don’t support this plan for a new one. 12/10/2022 8:30 PM

418 I have not used Sierra 2 park for my dog because I do not frequent dog parks. 12/10/2022 8:30 PM

419 We would like a community garden 12/10/2022 5:52 PM

420 I would love to have a community garden in either park. However, i think Sierra 2 could be
more suitable for it

12/10/2022 5:33 PM

421 We walk our dogs most days and that helps us exercise as well. We would love a dog park at
both locations.

12/10/2022 3:55 PM

422 I mainly use the running path. It’s almost a perfect mile. 12/10/2022 3:47 PM

423 We would love to have a community garden at the Sierra 2 location! I would be actively
involved if the City were to build a community garden there. Also, I am not opposed to any of
the options set forth above. I'm a little frustrated with this survey because it doesn't ask that

12/10/2022 3:45 PM
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question ... whether we are OK with these uses. I found it difficult to answer many of the
questions because I don't have a strong preference. I do, however, want to make sure that dog
owners have a place to take their dogs. Whether its at Sierra 2 park or Curtis Park, either is
fine with me. I love seeing the dogs run around. My only concern at Curtis Park is that it needs
to have a running path that isn't always a muddy puddly mess. The irritation system needs
some serious fixes!

424 Even though our kids are older now, they did use Sierra 2 as a soccer field for years, and I
think it should stay available for use as a field.

12/10/2022 2:11 PM

425 My preference is fenced dog park at Sierra 2 and no change to Curtis Park. 12/10/2022 1:59 PM

426 Sierra II has been used for off leash dogs (training site) for over 20 years without any
problems. It is a shame that a few complaints will ruin the wonderful "playground" for dogs as
well as their owners. Sierra II Greens became a place of community during the COVID lock
down and continues daily to be a place for everyone in the community to connect.

12/10/2022 1:06 PM

427 We bought our house here years ago so we could walk our dogs to Sierra 2. Sierra 2 has a dog
water fountain already built in. Several nearby schools and parks have sports fields. Please
don’t get rid of our one dog park to build another sports field.

12/10/2022 1:06 PM

428 I love Sierra 2 as a dog park! The other dog owners there are attentive to their dogs (much
more so than at other dog parks in the area). It's a great place for both my dog and myself to
socialize. Please add a dog park!

12/10/2022 12:35 PM

429 The Sierra 2 Green seems well suited to convert to an official dog park with minimal
renovations/additions. It is already used and appreciated for off leash privileges important to
scores of residents, including many seniors and disabled persons.

12/10/2022 12:28 PM

430 The Sierra 2 Green was a shared use site (informal dog park, community gathering space, and
sports field) for 20+ years - and it could be again - with guidelines and completed fencing. That
would be my preferred option. Curtis Park is already very heavily used as a sports field for
various sporting activities - which is great but introducing a dog park in that park would be ill
advised. How the activities were divided between the two spaces made sense and solutions
need to be explored that will allow that division to continue.

12/10/2022 12:25 PM

431 Thank you for gathering resident input! 12/10/2022 12:13 PM

432 Thank you for the survey. Eliminating turf and using the land more productively for food
farming would be a great benefit to the broader community.

12/10/2022 11:51 AM

433 Thanks for your time and consideration. 12/10/2022 11:31 AM

434 We have many dog parks the people that come there are on there cell phones and not
watching there dogs who are bad dog owners that’s why I never go there always pit bulls
attack my golden we love sierra 2 because we meet nice people who watch there dogs and
visit please leave it the way it is the bad dog owners don’t know about it

12/10/2022 11:28 AM

435 Dog parks tend to be a bit chaotic and not exactly picturesque, depending on whether the
space is more natural or fixtures, sand, etc are installed. Therefore, I think putting the park
near the busy Sutterville area is a better space since it’s already noisy, etc, so that the north
end can be left for quieter, more peaceful park activities.

12/10/2022 11:18 AM

436 The Sierra 2 Park is an important amenity to our neighborhood. Please make it into an official
dog park!

12/10/2022 11:15 AM

437 Sierra 2 has been a respectful, compliant, community gathering spot for dog owners who self-
maintain and police our own surroundings...we rarely see the playground used, but it's nice to
have there, but the dog park is used heavily by multitudes of residents and the city would be
remiss in ignoring voter constituents who value Sierra 2 and contribute regularly to the upkeep
and community spirit. Saddened by the city's tenacity in pursuing other uses when this is the
logical and established precedent and place for this dog park. Pls. consider the neighborhood
residents...!!!

12/10/2022 11:07 AM

438 Dog friendly please lol 12/10/2022 10:56 AM

439 Sierra 2 dog park is a cornerstone of our connection to the Sacramento community. We’ve met
so many wonderful and lifelong friends through it. I often joke with friends, saying “all things
through Dog”, but truly, Sierra 2 is the single most important thread tying us to the community.

12/10/2022 10:55 AM
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440 The sidewalk and fence at Sierra 2 are narrow. Moving the fence in towards the park and
adding an adjacent DG trail would be great for joggers

12/10/2022 10:51 AM

441 We live on Curtis Park and walk our dog to Sierra 2 daily so he can run off leash and play with
other dogs. We have enjoyed getting to know many new friends we have met while our dogs
play. Sierra 2 has become a place where dog owners share information on not only dog-related
information, but also community issues, etc. It’s like the town square of old. Eliminating this
opportunity for dog owners to gather would be a travesty to our neighborhood. Keeping a dog
park option at Sierra 2 would be ideal. Parking around Curtis Park is already impacted by the
many people who come from other neighborhoods to walk, run and walk their dogs on leash.
Parking at Sierra 2 is more abundant and there are parking spots available that are not directly
in front of homes, unlike on Curtis Park. Thank you for surveying our community!!!

12/10/2022 10:34 AM

442 My suggestion to to enclose Sierra2 for a dog park and leave Curtis for sports fields, tennis,
family gatherings, etc. I walk at the park 3-4 times a week and dogs are frequently off leash!!!

12/10/2022 10:32 AM

443 The City needs to negotiate a mutually acceptable agreement with the Sierra2/Curtis Park
DogX group.

12/10/2022 10:29 AM

444 There are too many unleashed dogs in these parks already. Don't encourage them. 12/10/2022 10:21 AM

445 Dog parjs need to be accessible to the elderly and disabled. In addition, there needs to be
ample shade for bothe people and dogs.

12/10/2022 10:05 AM

446 While I understand that the original intent for the sierra 2 park was not as a dog park, the
community of dog owners who use this park are extremely considerate of others and take care
that their dogs are well behaved. The fact that the park is unfenced requires that the dogs
must be at least somewhat trained and the owners must be more aware than at enclosed dog
parks. Our dog is smaller than others and this park provides ample space to let her get away
from larger dogs than other enclosed dog parks. There is not a small dog park near us. I would
be glad to financially support upgrades to sierra 2 to fence the existing park but do not want
the space of dog park reduced. There are many community sports fields available in the area
but not many dog parks.

12/10/2022 10:02 AM

447 Please keep the Sierra Park open for a dog park 12/10/2022 9:47 AM

448 The park at Sierra 2 has been used more responsible as a dog park than any of the city/county
run dog parks I have taken my dog to in the past. All 3 of the parks where I took my dog we're
always full of dog poop, holes and occasionally aggressive or unattended dogs. That's why I
stopped taking my dog to them. The people who take their dogs to Sierra 2 park are for the
most part more responsible. The dogs of Curtis Park need a dog park evident by the large
number of people and dogs that used to congregate at Sierra 2. Sierra 2 Park is more suited
for a dog park whereas Curtis Park is already being used for football and soccer informally.
Why not make a real soccer field there.

12/10/2022 9:42 AM

449 I am a mother of a young child who uses both parks daily. I feel much safer going to the Sierra
2 because of the dog owners that are there. I have frequently been harassed and had a bottle
thrown at me while taking my kid to the playground. If the safety isn’t addressed or the dog
owners leave - I do not know how comfortable I will feel going to that park

12/10/2022 9:40 AM

450 I'd prefer Sierra 2 for dogs and Curtis Park for sports. That's closer to the way it's currently
used. Sierra 2 is right sized for dogs to play although I don't know if safety upgrades would
diminish it's usability for dogs and owners.

12/10/2022 9:31 AM

451 While I’m willing to help offset costs, I don’t feel I should have to since I already pay taxes and
they are not being used to improve the things benefit me, but instead are being used to fund
projects and causes for which I do not support.

12/10/2022 9:06 AM

452 The ability of dog owners to have a dog exercise area is important. However they currently
dominate the use of Sierra 2 and this is unfair to other users. A balance needs to be struck so
that the majority of the Sierra 2 Park is returned to its use for other activities.

12/10/2022 8:49 AM

453 Official dog parks tend to have unruly dogs and adults who don’t discipline their pets. No
owners are as friendly and community oriented as Sierra 2 users.

12/10/2022 8:46 AM

454 The Sierra 2 dog community is ‘the’ best as I it attracts responsible dog owners. I have
attended the dog park for 2 years. A dog park enhances community interaction.

12/10/2022 8:45 AM

455 Please find a compromise to make a dog park at Sierra 2. Dog owners from Land Park and 12/10/2022 8:32 AM
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East Sac often come here. It’s an important people social time.

456 The parks have been used for multipurpose for decades — dogs, playground, open space for
picnics, sports and community events. There have been no problems. It appears that a few
complaints from people who have a problem with off-lease dogs has created a major problem
for our neighborhood. Generally, dog owners are thoughtful about supervising their dogs. Why
give so much attention a a few people who simply like to complain.

12/10/2022 8:03 AM

457 I was a member of the Sierra 2 Dog Group for many years. I am glad that you are at least
considering establishing a permanent dog park. I used the park for many years and have many
friendships as a result. My dog is now too old to go to the park. I am a Curtis Park resident.

12/10/2022 8:03 AM

458 I do not want a dog park at Curtis Park. I would prefer to have a dog park at Sierra 2 with a
fenced in area.

12/10/2022 7:55 AM

459 My family and I frequently use Curtis Park for running, walking, and gathering with friends. This
may sound odd, but having open space / sports fields helps feel like you are in a park, in
nature, which takes you out of the “city” for a while. The more fenced in sections and blocked
views, and less trees is a negative to us.

12/10/2022 7:42 AM

460 People use Sierra 2 now. Don’t ruin it. 12/10/2022 7:27 AM

461 My family loves sierra two so much. We live in Midtown directly across from truit dog park
however daily we make the drive to sierra two instead. the dogs are so friendly and have so
much space to run around leading to a much safer environment. it’s very clean and we’ve
become friends with the owners. it is a sense of community for us as we’ve only been in
Sacramento a little over a year.

12/10/2022 6:46 AM

462 Been taking my dogs to Sierra 2 for over a decade. Need the community there for my social
connection and dogs need to run freely.

12/10/2022 12:03 AM

463 All those dogs there at once is scary. Could you limit the number? They aren’t always in
control. The dog folks have only one agenda they are not the people who have made Sierra 2
what it is, an amazing community resource. They need to get involved to see the whole
picture!

12/9/2022 11:00 PM

464 Can City use part of the water retention basin/open space on Crocker as a sports field or dog
park?

12/9/2022 10:08 PM

465 A dog park at the south end of Curtis Park would be ideal as it’s easier to see and access from
the main road and there is enough open space for dogs to run, but enough shade for people
and dogs in the summertime. I also think it would make sense visually on the south end rather
than the north. I think if it were built on the north side that might cause too much traffic for the
neighborhood for people bringing their dogs specifically to Curtis Park. A dog park at the south
end would prevent lots of unnecessary traffic going through the neighborhood just to get to the
dog park because it’s easily accessed from the main road.

12/9/2022 9:44 PM

466 Sierra 2 is a very peaceful and friendly dog park. The owners are very responsible with a
wonderful community.

12/9/2022 9:40 PM

467 I am worried about a dog park that disturbs neighbors. Hours limiting use need to be enforced 12/9/2022 9:13 PM

468 Pickleball courts welcome all ages and skills. 12/9/2022 8:45 PM

469 Curtis Park is highly inadequate for a dog park 12/9/2022 8:18 PM

470 I dislike turning a multi-purpose community space into a single use space. There must be
additional options, such as replacing the fence of Sierra 2 Park playground with a taller one,
and installing the double gate around the main park, but reserving certain times for soccer
games.

12/9/2022 8:12 PM

471 The problem that I have with established dog areas is that they are always too small. The
city's dog parks are too small for my dog to run. I can no longer take my dog off leash at the
river, or along Cadillac Drive. We need at least one really big space for free walking and
running with the dogs.

12/9/2022 8:01 PM

472 Given the number of dogs that live in Curtis Park there has to be a dog park. This community
knows neighbors' dogs more than the neighbors. We love our dogs and we need a park whether
it's at Sierra2 or Curtis Park.

12/9/2022 8:00 PM
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473 We love both parks so thank you! Our family will use it for many years! 12/9/2022 7:56 PM

474 There needs to be a dog park in the Curtis Park neighborhood. 12/9/2022 7:53 PM

475 The dog park needs to remain at sierra 2 12/9/2022 7:45 PM

476 I would prefer the dog park installed in Sierra 2 Park. The sports facilities at Curtis can
accommodate residents of Sierra 2 area.

12/9/2022 7:41 PM

477 I don't have a dog but I visit Sierra 2 daily with my 4 year old. We like that the dog community
uses the field next to the playground. It makes the park more lively and safer overall to have
more community engagement.

12/9/2022 7:40 PM

478 I can’t say it often enough - return Sierra 2 Community Center to the community. Do not ever
extend the lease to any occupants. Finally allow the public to use our public facility.

12/9/2022 7:17 PM

479 Within the last month I moved to Colonial Heights from Oak Park. Sierra 2 park for my dog
continues to be a regular trip, and it’s the only public dog park nearby even though I’m even
further from it. There is a lack of off-leash dog parks overall, and the city shouldn’t take away a
dog park if that’s what has naturally evolved.

12/9/2022 7:06 PM

480 I enjoy dogs but don't have one now. I often visit the dog unit at Sierra 2 as an observer,and
believe it is an important community function that nees to be kept and nurtured. Why not a fee
to cover the extra costs and liabilities of such an amenity, with a permit to enter??

12/9/2022 7:02 PM

481 Thank you for this survey. Please consider that the rise in dog ownership in Sacramento since
2020 has increased the need for this park to be an off leash park for dogs. Dog owners are
happy to come at off leash hours so that the space can be enjoyed by all members of the
community.

12/9/2022 6:46 PM

482 Many dog owners seem to believe that rules exist for others, not them, or their dogs. They
even say things like, "we never see anyone playing ball there, etc." It is unsafe to gather
where dogs are running loose. No one wants to watch you "play" with your dog, or watch it
terrorize everyone else's dog.

12/9/2022 6:34 PM

483 The dog park has been there for 30 years leave it as it is. It does not need to be fenced. Why
spend the money?

12/9/2022 6:06 PM

484 Thank you for considering a dog park. 12/9/2022 5:58 PM

485 I have been going to this dog park for years it’s where my dogs love to go and if it goes, it’s
going to be very sad. There’s no other dog park like it and it’s a very big community of dogs
and friends

12/9/2022 5:51 PM

486 I would love to see the Sierra 2 Park completely enclosed with a fence and a gate at the North
West corner to make the whole park a lovely dog park. Many people go there with their dogs
regularly and it is so nice to be able to mix together as well as have space to roam
independently. I am also very excited at the prospect of having a pickleball court at Curtis
Park. My roommate and I would love to play as much as we can and would be willing to buy a
season pass to do so as well as contribute to help getting it built. If you simply built the fence
and gate at the end of Sierra 2 Park you could save a lot of money for improvements at Curtis
Park. Thank you so much this is wonderful

12/9/2022 5:39 PM

487 A large dog park is a necessary amenity. There are hundreds of dog owners, a great many
want an off leash area to exercise their dogs and socialize with neighbors.

12/9/2022 5:39 PM

488 Establish a standing community committee to help integrate and resolve interests Re: Dog
Park.

12/9/2022 5:34 PM

489 Curtis Park has room for a dog park: Sierra does not. 12/9/2022 5:29 PM

490 The dog park at the Sierra 2 Green has become an essential part of our Sacramento
experience. Please prioritize whatever changes are needed to bring it up to standard and
address safety concerns. Thank you!

12/9/2022 5:27 PM

491 I live directly on Curtis Park. I see off leash dogs and dog aggression every day. Do not add a
dog park to Curtis Park. Keep open spaces

12/9/2022 5:25 PM

492 Some dog owners have repeatedly ignored the existign restrictions on dogs on leash in Curtis
Park. Without more enforcement, I don't see this changing.

12/9/2022 5:20 PM
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493 We happen to live across from Curtis Park on the north end. There are so many wonderful
ways people use the park as is. A dog Park would create a less friendly park. Every day we
see dogs off leash running the full length of the North ends and we witness dog aggression on
a weekly basis. The leash laws are not respected by most dog owners. So I do not trust what
will happen when there is a dog park and more dogs are added to the mix

12/9/2022 5:15 PM

494 I appreciate this survey. Sierra 2 is a lovely spot for a dog park because it is spacious and
owners and dogs are generally extremely well behaved (many dog parks are too small). If dog
park were put in Curtis Park, I might go there instead if it were good sized.

12/9/2022 5:06 PM

495 I do not want a dog park in Curtis Park. Currently many people walk dogs (and clean up after
them) in the park on leashes and that seems just fine. Many, many people use Curtis Park for
exercise and and have done this for years. Schools use the track for running practice. The
Park has a robust public events program of music, movies, art shows, family parties, rugby,
soccer, yoga programs, etc. It does not need a dog park.

12/9/2022 5:04 PM

496 I hope a compromise can be reached to allow residents to continue to gather safely and
responsibly with their dogs at Sierra 2. Thank you.

12/9/2022 4:56 PM

497 I strongly object to any renovation to Curtis Park to add a dog park, which would negatively
impact current beauty and use of the park. Regardless of which end, it would impede access
to the jogging path that circles the park. And there is insufficient parking for drive-in users of a
dog park. A dog park would negatively impact the environment. Both ends have several
heritage trees that host wildlife that would be disturbed by a dig park. My concerns extend to
the Sierra 2 Park, but I am less invested in that park because I do not use it.

12/9/2022 4:48 PM

498 Invest in underserved neighborhoods and parks first before spending money in wealthier
neighborhoods

12/9/2022 4:48 PM

499 While we do not own a dog, I have sympathy for dog owners who want to keep access to
Sierra 2. It has become a community gathering spot for them, and that's what this
neighborhood is about. I'd prefer to see that location stay dog oriented, rather than moving it to
Curtis Park. That makes no sense; it will disrupt the open nature of the park.

12/9/2022 4:45 PM

500 Sierra two is ideal as dog park, which is why it became one spontaneously. It’s the right size,
and neighbors rarely use it for other purposes, especially since Curtis Park exists nearby. It is
a community gathering place much appreciated by those who live nearby and further away.
There are no dog parks nearby except for a less desirable one in midtown that is made of dirt.
The least expensive option is to fence off the northwest corner to fully enclose the park rather
than make a completely new dog park at Curtis Park. If neighbors would like to make use of
the park at particular times for children’s sports, the park could be made off limits at those
times to dogs.

12/9/2022 4:32 PM

501 I’ve been going almost every day to Sierra 2 for dog play for 20 years. Just before the Sierra 2
Green became open to dogs there were complaints about unleashed dogs in Curtis Park. When
Sierra 2 became available, those complaints ceased.

12/9/2022 4:31 PM

502 I appreciate the jogging/walking path around Curtis Park, so I hope that neither project would
impact that lovely park amenity. Since the existing "dog park" at Sierra II now attracts so
many individuals from outside the area, the south end of Curtis Park for consideration as a dog
park makes sense for access for people who are driving in from elsewhere.

12/9/2022 4:24 PM

503 Prefer no dog park in Curtis Park since fencing would compromise the natural beauty of the
park and welcoming feel to families. People currently walk their dogs on a leash and don't have
a problem doing that. Also Sierra II Park is so close with existing fencing, that dog owners
could easily use that park to let their dogs loose in a designated dog area.

12/9/2022 4:20 PM

504 Bathrooms should be added to the parks, not a porta potty that is rarely maintained. 12/9/2022 4:14 PM

505 Thank you for your consideration. Sierra 2 has the infrastructure already in place. I would be
sad to see Curtis park fenced in. Is a great community spot that is open to all.

12/9/2022 4:12 PM

506 I recognize that the Sutter's Landing dog park is technically closer to my home. However, the
park at Sierra 2 is infinitely nicer. It is a true gem in the city and I hope that it can remain open.
And, as I indicated above, I am very happy to donate to bring Sierra 2 up to code. I know
many others are as well.

12/9/2022 4:06 PM

507 Curtis Park is one of the nicest designed open parks in the city. Dog owners need to learn to
leash their dogs and let humans enjoy some green space in peace. Maybe a sport field is

12/9/2022 4:05 PM
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okay. But if the city puts a dog park in Curtis park that would be a shame and poor use of
public space.

508 Curtis Park has so much room for soccer and other sports. I don’t understand why Sierra 2, a
short walk away, needs a dedicated soccer / sports field.

12/9/2022 3:55 PM

509 It’s essential to have space to take our dogs. We are already extremely limited in the number
of parks there are.

12/9/2022 3:50 PM

510 Keep Sierra2 a dog park! It’s such a valuable community resource! 12/9/2022 3:50 PM

511 If another soccer field is needed, I could see renovating the Sierra 2 field. Still, a dog park and
weekend soccer are not mutually exclusive

12/9/2022 3:45 PM

512 Please keep Sierra 2 open for dogs!!! 12/9/2022 3:44 PM

513 Sierra 2 is a dangerous place for kids and small dogs. The dogs have ruined the soccer field. 12/9/2022 3:43 PM

514 If there was a membership for dogs to stay off leash at sierra2green I would be happy to pay
for that.

12/9/2022 3:36 PM

515 I would be willing to pay a monthly fee like a membership to be a part of the Sierra 2 dog park
and keep it well kept and safe for our dogs and other park use.

12/9/2022 3:33 PM

516 I have a child that needs extra guidance when around strange dogs and having off leash dogs
so near the playground often makes our experience at Sierra 2 unsafe and unsustainable

12/9/2022 3:32 PM

517 I've had kids who played soccer at Sierra 2 center over the years, and have used the dog
training area with three different dogs for 25 years. The dog area adds so much more to
community engagement. I've made lifelong friends there and the social engagement it brings to
the community is invaluable. There are plenty of other soccer fields in the area but the dog
training area is unique and is a daily part of many neighbors lives.

12/9/2022 3:31 PM

518 The layout at Sierra 2 and unauthorized use of the soccer fields for an off leash dog park
creates safety issues for both the dogs and the children who utilize the playground. Please
terminate the use of this area as a dog park. It is not safe. Relocation to North Curtis Park
(away from the playground) would be acceptable.

12/9/2022 3:27 PM

519 Sierra 2 is preferable for a dog park installation. It has a parking lot and better on-street parking
opportunities than Curtis Park. Thank you for this opportunity to give input.

12/9/2022 3:24 PM

520 Thank you for collecting feedback, we really appreciate being able to contribute to the
conversation.

12/9/2022 3:19 PM

521 Putting a dog park at Curtis Park is the worst idea I’ve heard of. It’s a small park and to then
put an ugly fence around part of it is do unpleasing to even think about. Owners walk their
dogs on leash there every day. That’s sufficient for a fog and then everyone can enjoy it. I’ll
petition against a fog park for sure

12/9/2022 3:17 PM

522 The dog community at sierra 2 is very supportive and abundant. It would be very disappointing
and a huge hit to the community if it no longer became a gathering place.

12/9/2022 3:14 PM

523 I don't think a fenced dog park is aesthetically appropriate at Curtis Park. 12/9/2022 3:07 PM

524 Sierra 2 is better suited to contain a dog park, whereas Curtis Park is better suited for a sports
field. A dog park is a priority amenity for our neighborhood.

12/9/2022 3:01 PM

525 My kids play in the Land Park Soccer Club at Sutterville Elementary Schools whose fields are
literally are raw dirt with dead grass. I take no issue to the dog park, but I would love to utilize
a grassy area in the neighborhood where I live, where my kids can enjoy youth sports. Could
you locate the dog park on the north west or east patch of grass (Between Donner Way and
Curtis Way / 26th?) Those appear to be largely unused most days when I walk the park. The
south part of Curtis Park seems like a perfect solution but would need traffic calming of some
sort - Sutterville is super loud with cars zooming by. Maybe go to single lane and provide street
parking in that area.

12/9/2022 2:48 PM

526 Any effective dog park should be spacious and have plenty of grass and shade trees. Bark
and the Mill are NOT good examples of useful dog parks.

12/9/2022 2:48 PM

527 Sierra 2 has a very strong community of dog owners who frequent the park. It has been an
invaluable resource for meeting new residents and connecting with the nieghborhood. There is

12/9/2022 2:47 PM
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plenty of space near the basketball courts for an off-leash area that would not impact future
plans for improving the sports field. If the off-leash area must be moved to Curtis Park I
believe it should be attached to the tennis courts near the center of the park where dog owners
currently congregate the most. The north side of the park connects the 3-sides of the
neighborhood and is where you access many of the events held in the park (concert series,
craft fairs, etc.). It does not make sense to put a fenced in area front and center in the park.
Sutterville road is high traffic and fast moving. This is probably the worst place in the park to
site a dog park.

528 I use Curtis park mostly for the walking/jogging path. This is very important to me, and wasn't
on your list of amenities. I run or walk this multiple times a week.

12/9/2022 2:44 PM

529 There is definitely a need for dog-related uses in this area. Without this park, people are forced
to drive to other parts of the city and other dog parks will be impacted. There is a small private
dog park in Crocker Village that could be further improved for some owners to use more
frequently, but there is still great need in the Curtis Park and Land Park areas. Without dog
park amenities, informal dog parks occur in less than ideal conditions. Thanks for your work on
this subject--it improves the quality of life for Sacramentans and their dogs. As a client of
Front Street, my dogs (past and present) have been adopted from Front Street Shelter and
their exercise/socialization is critical to their adoption success! Thank you!!

12/9/2022 2:44 PM

530 The Sierra II Green has been so important to neighbors and their dogs 12/9/2022 2:43 PM

531 The dog park at Sierra 2 is not only a valuable and essential feature for dogs, but for humans
as well, as it has become a social center where Curtis Park neighbors meet, chat, celebrate,
and become closer friends. It is one of the things that makes Curtis Park the treasured
neighborhood that it is.

12/9/2022 2:42 PM

532 A dog park is needed in the area; however, I am opposed to other development such as paved
surfaces. Please keep Curtis Park green and open for visitors to enjoy. I did not see an option
of installing a bird and bee garden demonstration garden, that would be something I would
support and contribute toward.

12/9/2022 2:39 PM

533 We really need a dog park in the residential area in the 95818 zip code 12/9/2022 2:36 PM

534 Land Park Soccer uses the field at Sierra2 for games. There isn't space for a field at Curtis
Park without removing trees.

12/9/2022 2:32 PM

535 Currently my primary use of both parks is going to playgrounds with grandchildren although I
have been known to play pickleball on the Curtis Park tennis courts. I also attend concerts at
Curtis Park. My use of Curtis Park would increase with dedicated pickleball courts. And I feel
strongly that either Sierra 2 or Curtis Park should have a youth soccer field available for
practice and games.

12/9/2022 2:30 PM

536 Please keep Sierra 2 Park available to dogs, it is a unique place and there are many spots
amenities in the area. The community that uses CO2 would be happy to help financially and on
maintenance and upkeep.

12/9/2022 2:28 PM

537 I'm so glad to see YPCE consider a compromise regarding the dog training area at Sierra 2
Green.

12/9/2022 2:26 PM

538 I love taking my dog to the park at Sierra 2. She loves the freedom to run around and play on
the grass. The dog owners are all responsible and friendly, picking up after their dogs and
making great conversations. It’s the best dog park around by far.

12/9/2022 2:26 PM

539 I don't think Curtis Park is suitable for a dog park or field sports and do not think Sierra 2 is
suitable as a soccer field, unless used as it was pre-covid and part-time dog park. Other
neighborhood parks have activities that do not require a huge space, like bocce ball. How
about something like that in Curtis Park, if there is a need to provide more activities. Or a
space for croquet , horseshoes, exercise station. Suggest the City look into a complex like
Davis' soccer fields east of that town. And/or look at the future Zoo area for field sports and/or
a beautiful community center that could host gatherings of various number of attendees. Pre
covid only saw soccer games at Sierra 2 and never kids playing there otherwise. I have lived
in Curtis Park for 25 years.

12/9/2022 2:24 PM

540 I have never seen dog poop or anything negative at Sierra 2 dog park. People are very
respectful and friendly and control their dogs.

12/9/2022 2:24 PM

541 Sierra Park would be ideal to continue using for the dogs (and their people) for its already 12/9/2022 2:24 PM
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fenced and only needs a fence/gate at the parking lot entrance by Castro Way to meet safety
concerns... and I'm sure we could independently raise enough $$ to pay for it (rather than city
funds). We all love Sierra park, the kids have a fenced playground, there is a basketball court,
and the folks who come here keep it clean and friendly... that said, the dogs enjoy and need
the park to run and exercise BUT the humans also enjoy and benefit from the community spirit
and friendships that come with their time there. Curtis Park is huge and the empty South end
would be an ideal location for sports, another ball field. Working together we can make this a
win for everyone and our community parks welcoming for all. Thank you for your time and
consideration

542 There’s no need for a dog park at either location. 12/9/2022 2:21 PM

543 I've made friends at Sierra 2 through the dog community there and I hope you will consider
making it possible for us to continue using the space. Thank you

12/9/2022 2:09 PM

544 WILLING PARTICIPANTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO RESOLVE COMPETING INTERESTS TO
THE EXCLUSION OF NEITHER.

12/9/2022 2:04 PM

545 Sierra 2 makes a wonderful dog park compared to other city dog parks for two reasons: 1.)
Grass (as opposed to dirt) 2.) Lots of open space so the big dogs can really let loose

12/9/2022 2:04 PM

546 We used to have our soccer practices at Curtis Park. They did away with that this year. That
was the perfect location (with lots of shade for practicing on hot days), and I was very
disappointed that we could not return this year.

12/9/2022 2:01 PM

547 The south area is way too close to a very busy road for a dog park 12/9/2022 1:58 PM

548 Sierra 2 is optimal location for dogs. Why? Large enough space for dogs to exercise; trees
provide shade; has grass : can observe dogs from a long distance; has water fountain for
dogs.

12/9/2022 1:57 PM

549 We love the dog park community at Sierra 2. Our dog has made really good dog relationships
there, we’ve made friends, it seems to attract responsible dog owners so there are never any
issues of poorly behaved dogs or unsupervised dogs. Other dog parks in the area tend to have
dog fights, or just poorly behaved dogs whose owners don’t pay attention. Losing Sierra 2 as a
dog park would be a huge loss to our community.

12/9/2022 1:55 PM

550 Curtis Park has long hosted practices for McGeorge School of Law Rugby Football Club, which
is on its 40th Anniversary this year. The park is a staple gathering location for the team and
their families. Having a large, open grass area is critical for the club. McGeorge Rugby
members and alums live in the neighborhood and are valued members of the Sacramento legal
community, including County and City attorneys, Sacramento judges and hearing officers, and
others that serve the indigent population. The club's service to the City and Curtis Park
neighborhood will continue through the generations and we hope the City will recognize the
importance of Curtis Park for its members by maintaining these open areas. Thank you, Peter
Zilaff McGeorge '10 former MRFC captain and coach

12/9/2022 1:55 PM

551 I thick Sierra 2 park should be made into a permanent permanent dog park. 12/9/2022 1:50 PM

552 The dog park at Sierra 2 has provided a uniquely happy place to so many of us, cheering us up
on otherwise dreary days. It has created a real sense of community for so many of us, which
will sadly dissipate absent a comparable replacement. It’s one of the important amenities that
keeps this area from being a soul-less suburb. Please find a way to preserve the joy that
comes from being with happy dogs and friendly neighbors.

12/9/2022 1:48 PM

553 I think it would be fine to ask the people that use the Sierra 2 Green for off-leash dogs to raise
the money to fence the park. I’m good for the first $1,000. Then the City should use its $ to
improve the facilities at Curtis Park and to build three new soccer fields in the Crocker Village
Pit Park. The people that have been using Sierra 2 as a dog park for 30 years are happy, the
people that use the Curtis Park facilities are happy, the soccer program gets three new fields
and the City doesn’t have to spend any $ at Sierra 2. Everybody’s happy.

12/9/2022 1:48 PM

554 Sierra 2 has turned into more than a “park”. It’s now a community. I’ve met some really great
people there and have become friends outside of our dogs just playing together.

12/9/2022 1:46 PM

555 Sierra 2 is an excellent dog park as demonstrated by the large number of residents who use it
for this purpose daily. Please bring this park to code for this purpose so there can be no further
objections to this use.

12/9/2022 1:43 PM
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556 I don’t care about the Curtis park fence but there wasn’t an option to say I don’t care :) 12/9/2022 1:37 PM

557 No Dog Park in Curtis Park 12/9/2022 1:36 PM

558 It's not just about the dog park -- it's about the community we've created through the dog park's
unique way of being. It's a precious community. And it's because of the dogs that we have
been brought together in this way. The park is utilized daily by at least a hundred dog owners
who are kind, respectful, and friendly. It's specifically because it's a dog park that we have
been able to create a special community there. People are off of their phones and actively
engaged with one another--we have to be in order to be good dog owners. Through this,
beautiful friendships are created. We connect. We build community. This wouldn't happen if it
was just a regular park, like Curtis Park, where people come in their own groups and/or have
no reason to talk to one another. For so many of us, Sierra 2 has become a home, an
important part of our routine. I work alone, I live alone. Sierra 2 has become my favorite part of
my day because I get to have fun with my dog and connect with the people there. My mental
health significantly changed when I started going to Sierra 2. Other dog parks in Sacramento
just dont offer what Sierra 2 can. Plus, because the cost of living is so high in Sacramento, it's
so hard to have a place with a big backyard, let alone any backyard, for my dog to run around
and get exercise. Sierra 2 offers that and so much more.

12/9/2022 1:32 PM

559 Hello, the reason my wife and I choose Sierra 2 as our dog park of choice is the large open
grass area. Its well shaded in the summer months naturally by trees. Our closest dog park is
Bark Park. Which is small, dirt, not as shaded, and the dogs are segregated by size. We like
to socialize our dog with other dogs and their owners, while having free space available to train
our dog at the same location. Most dog parks in the town are dirt, and not big enough to
socialize our dog, and have space to work with our dog (training) off leash in a public
environment.

12/9/2022 1:28 PM

560 My family would greatly appreciate a fully built dog park in the community. They are such a
great way to meet neighbors. While we appreciate that people use Sierra 2 as a dog park, it is
not safe for our dog and we welcome the opportunity to have one in our neighborhood to use
for our dog.

12/9/2022 1:22 PM

561 The dog park at sierra 2 provides more than just a space for dogs, it creates a sense of
community and brings people together. I have build close bonds with folks that I otherwise
would have never met if it were not for the sierra 2 dog park. Its clean, people are friendly and
responsible for their pets. People care about it.

12/9/2022 1:22 PM

562 [The question about ranking the activities is unclear as I don't know whether 1 or 6 is high.
You'll probably have to toss the results of that who question!] My current dog loves socializing
with other dogs, but is ball-aggressive, so not a good idea to socialize when there are balls
present. We do walk around Curtis Park, on leash. Former dog loved racing out of the park, so
it wasn't safe for us to go there, as he would run out. And frankly, I don't appreciate dog owners
who 1. don't follow rules, 2. don't pick up after their dogs or 3. let their dogs dig, etc.

12/9/2022 1:19 PM

563 Why isn’t Sierra 2 big enough for both a dog park and a soccer field? What about that section
between the playground and the half basketball courts? Couldn’t that be fenced off for use by
dog owners? I appreciate how much dog owners value the space and their community at Sierra
2 and I personally have to problem with the dogs being there, my daughter loves playing at the
playground and then visiting the dogs in the field. However it would be nice for it to be used as
a soccer field for all the kids in the neighborhood. It would also be nice to be able to have a
picnic in the grassy area outside the playground without worrying about poop or dogs coming to
get your food too. There must be a solution that can make all parties happy.

12/9/2022 1:19 PM

564 One of the things that makes Sierra 2 an amazing place for large dogs is that it’s large enough
for them to truly run and play fetch, something that’s not possible at other dog parks due to
size and overcrowding. The trees also provide shade during the summer, so it’s a safe place to
take dogs in the summer heat.

12/9/2022 1:15 PM

565 We love the dog park and use it at least once a week! Sometimes, we go more often. There
really isn't a better place anywhere near us for our big lab to run around off-leash and for us to
know he's safe!

12/9/2022 1:14 PM

566 we take our toddler to the Sierra 2 playground almost every day. we really wish we felt safe
having her run around the field but there are far too many unleashed dogs there at all times of
the day

12/9/2022 1:14 PM

567 Having Sierra 2 as a dog park contributes so much to our family happiness. I bring my dog 12/9/2022 1:10 PM
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almost daily and we go on weekends as a family and meet up with other families and their
dogs. Our girls love visiting and they pop over to the playground or play basketball while the
dogs exercise. Removing this dog area would have a huge negative impact for us. It’s the
most successful community meet up I’ve ever been part of. So many people are regulars and
I’ve met and developed relationships with so many people from our neighborhood. Dog owners
of all ages come here and we all circle up and chat : ).

568 Parks where off leash dogs are permitted are hugely important for the community. I have not
been to Curtis Park, but Sierra 2 should absolutely continue allowing off leash dogs. If there is
an issue with needing both a sports field and a dog park, one option is to have a mixed use
park, which I have observed in other cities I lived in. I have used multiple parks that had sports
fields and allowed off leash dogs, but could be reserved for sports such that dogs couldn’t use
the park during those times. The city posted a schedule online so that it was clear when dogs
couldn’t use the park (and if dog owners observe a sports event going on they will be
respectful and know not to interfere). There was never an issue with the fields being damaged.

12/9/2022 1:09 PM

569 Sierra 2 green is an important amenity for our neighborhood. We know how lucky we are to
have it and we are sincerely hoping it will continue to be a gathering place for neighbors and
our best friends.

12/9/2022 1:02 PM

570 I urge you to continue the Sierra to property as an off leash dog Park 12/9/2022 12:56 PM

571 The other city dog parks are too small. A better reference for a quality dog park of appropriate
size would be the Upper Douglass Dog Play Area in San Francisco.

12/9/2022 12:50 PM

572 The dog situation at Sierra 2 is a mess. I love dogs, but it is infuriating that obnoxious, entitled
dog owners think it’s ok to let their dogs into the playground. My child is aging out of
playground time, but the continued flouting of park rules regarding dogs would otherwise make
this park a last choice for recreation. That said, please don’t ruin Curtis Park by putting a dog
park there. Keep the crazy contained at Sierra 2.

12/9/2022 12:25 PM

573 We have decreased our use of the Sierra 2 playground and basketball courts because of the
dogs. Although the dogs owners will be very vocal about any changes I hope you also consider
all of the neighborhood park lovers who have quietly walked away from this park due to the
deteriorating conditions. Curtis Park is much larger and seems more appropriate to
accommodate dogs

12/9/2022 12:09 PM

574 Sierra 2 is currently the only neighborhood dog park within walking distance for Land Park and
Curtis Park residents. It is also the only dog park with grass which is the preference of all dog
owners who utilize the park. It is also the only dog park where there are not frequently other
dogs walking by who are leashed and are not friendly to other dogs (as is the case for Bark
Park and would be the case if the dog park moved to Curtis Park, for example).

12/9/2022 11:56 AM

575 I don’t own a dog, nor do I want to. I do however like dogs and think that its important to have
dog parks throughout the city.

12/9/2022 11:38 AM

576 The Sierra 2 dog park is a gem of the Curtis Park community and it would be a tragedy to let it
go. I have made friends, found an excellent outlet for my energetic dog, and spent more time
outside because of it. Please do not close it down.

12/9/2022 11:23 AM

577 The Sierra 2 dog park community is one of the best in sacramento. It would be a shame to
remove it.

12/9/2022 11:15 AM

578 We’ve met our best friends and have found such a close community at Sierra 2. The children’s
playground and the off-leash dog park mean the world to us. Sacramento has bigger fish to fry
than to take away a community gathering spot that fosters neighborhood connections and
lifelong friendships. Please don’t take that away.

12/9/2022 11:15 AM

579 Can the city start providing security for parks? With homelessness and crime increasing, so
should safety precautions. It appears drugs are being dealt at Curtis park.

12/9/2022 10:32 AM

580 The green is a City Park that should be open for use by all Curtis Park neighbors, not simply
dog owners. I resent the full court press by dog owners who are not considering desires of the
rest of the neighbors. A dog park in the south area of the park would be acceptable, because
that space is dry and unappealing already. But my preference would be some other nearby plot
of land that does not involve the park at all. Thank you for taking into account all our
preferences.

12/9/2022 10:32 AM

581 The sense of community is most important. As a 25 year Curtis Park resident, I have never 12/9/2022 10:09 AM
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met so many of my neighbors (over 100) personally by taking my dog to Sierra 2 Park, which
was caused by cessation of soccer due to COVID.

582 I have added my time over the yrs for adding dirt. Adding poop bags and picking up trash- I will
cont to do so!

12/9/2022 9:32 AM

583 I have been using Sierra 2 greens for my dog(s) nearly 20 years, it is a great place with great
people, please keep it.

12/9/2022 9:15 AM

584 It's incredible how many people have bought or adopted dogs in the last three years. Sierra 2
has become a critical and highly valued neighborhood amenity for dog owners. The park has
become one of the most highly used parks in the area because of all of us. I ask that the city
fully supports this community by improving outstanding dog parks in Curtis Park. Seriously, a
dog friendly neighborhood with superb dog parks that we can walk to and form friendships at, is
easily the most important amenity that the Parks Dept can provide. Please don't turn the park
into yet another hardly used patch of empty grass. Keep it vibrant. There are THOUSANDS of
people who bring their dogs to Sierra 2.

12/9/2022 8:59 AM

585 I don't have confidence that the Parks Department's definition of a "dog park" is adequate to
the needs of a great dog park. The two nearby parks, Bark in Midtown and Sutter's near the
river, are both dirty (no grass) and too small. I hope those are examples of how not to
"improve" Sierra 2.

12/9/2022 8:38 AM

586 I would like the city to create an official dog park at Sierra 2 to continue the community that
has been created in its unofficial capacity and to make the playground safer.

12/9/2022 8:37 AM

587 If Sierra 2 becomes a dog park, we will lose all other uses for that park since it is too small for
other significant activities. We need open space for public use by ALL of us, not just dogs! I
personally like dogs, but I don't want to lose our park so dogs can run freely in the park. There
are other existing dog parks in Sacramento which can be used by dog owners. Why not
expand them?

12/9/2022 6:35 AM

588 Hello, Sadly, I do not feel safe bringing my kids to Sierra center. I would like to use the open
area for soccer, but the dogs make it impossible. I’ve had my toddler knocked over by an
excited dog while he exited the playground on oak tree side. It’s a huge bummer.

12/8/2022 11:47 PM

589 Sierra 2 and the friends we made during Covid at the dog park was the closest thing to a
community where we felt welcome and included after moving to the area from out of town.
Sierra 2 is so nice for my dog to run around and for me to visit with neighbors, while my wife
and child are at the playground. It’s so nice for us to be together as a family and have the
playground and dog park nearby.

12/8/2022 11:13 PM

590 The problems with the dog park at Sierra 2 have been greatly exaggerated. I walk by the park
everyday even though I don't always go in. I see people of all ages gathering and socializing. I
have met neighbors that I never would have known. I'm not sure why Bill Hoover and his
minions have decided to pick this as an issue. It detrimental to our great community. Shame
on them. If it needs the park needs to be enclosed that's an easy fix as only one end is not
fenced.

12/8/2022 10:56 PM

591 I walk to Sierra 2 every day for the dog park, and hope that it will stay open. 12/8/2022 10:55 PM

592 Question 13 is impossible to understand My preference is to keep Sierra green as is with full
fencing. And it is about time to install bathrooms in Curtis Park

12/8/2022 10:05 PM

593 There is a mental health component and community component that would disappear. There
needs to be more people trying to use the park for something other than dogs in order to shut it
down. To shut down a park because of one or two people complaining is misuse of information
and poor management by the city.

12/8/2022 10:04 PM

594 I have a small child and I have never felt that the playground was unsafe with the dogs at the
park. The fencing provides a good barrier and the kids love watching the dogs play. It’s a
community area that is highly valued.

12/8/2022 9:46 PM

595 Has the City looked at possible dog park space at McClatchy park? Or could the Crocker
Village dog park be open to non HOA/CV residents? Or could a corner of the yet-to-be
developed area of Crocker/10th ave be turned into a dog park? I feel parking would be an issue
if a dog park was installed at either end of Curtis Park.

12/8/2022 8:52 PM

596 While I don’t have dogs myself, my child likes to visit with the dogs in the park. Owners have 12/8/2022 8:47 PM
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been responsible and attentive. We haven’t had any issues or negative experiences but
understand the concerns some may have.

597 I’m concerned that either dog park proposed at Curtis Park would be significantly smaller than
the current space available at Sierra 2. Additionally, I think there would be more parking issues
there than at Sierra 2.

12/8/2022 8:28 PM

598 Bringing my dog to Sierra 2 is really important to me. The people there are very friendly and
the dogs are really well behaved. It is one of the only places where there have been no issues
like dog fights at least not any I've observed.

12/8/2022 8:16 PM

599 Sierra 2 was my favorite space to take my retriever to work on his skills because the space is
large and flat. It is the only park I used regularly in the city- the loss of that space has been
tough. It is a fetch-focused dog's dream space. Olympian park is too small, and I have lost so
many of his nice rubber chuck-it balls to the community garden and light rail at Bark Park.
Sierra 2 is about a mile from my house and easy to get from Land Park (I take Riverside to
2nd and am there in 8 minutes on a heavy traffic day), while Partner Park is 3 miles from my
home and requires me to get on I-5. Partner Park is not a valid option on workday mornings,
for example. I doubt I would use a dog park at Curtis Park. It wouldn't be large enough, and
Curtis Park is not easily accessible from my side of Land Park. I would LOVE to see a dog
park in the Land Park community that is not attached to a development. The people at
Olympian Park always talk to me like we are not allowed to use the space; I feel like I am not
welcome there, but with Sierra 2 closing, it feels like my only option. Since it is not listed on
the park website as a dog park, I would like to know if I am even allowed to go there or
violating a community policy... Oops, I may be breaking the rules.

12/8/2022 8:07 PM

600 Sierra 2 dog park is a great place for humans and dogs. It has tremendously helped with my
mental illness issues during the pandemic. Please keep the park open for off leash dog
activities

12/8/2022 7:57 PM

601 Would consider a sponsor brick 12/8/2022 7:41 PM

602 I use Sierra 2 dog park 2-3x a day for my large dog. We live across the street and find it
essential to our daily routine.

12/8/2022 7:22 PM

603 I have always known Sierra 2 as a dog park. I am not a dog owner but I sometimes walk there
with my sister and her dog. I always see lots of other people and dogs out there every time I
go. It would be a big loss to the community to no longer allow off-leash dog activity.

12/8/2022 7:17 PM

604 Please keep the dog park at Sierra 2! We have a few dog park options within driving distance,
but always chose Sierra 2. Really great community of families and dog owners

12/8/2022 7:06 PM

605 I am a disabled dog owner with 2 service dogs. I can not drive. I walk to sierra 2 dog park
nearly every day. It is the closest dog park to my house. Please don't take the dog park away.

12/8/2022 7:04 PM

606 There is no official off leash dog park in the area, and that is a real shame for our community. 12/8/2022 7:00 PM

607 curtis park neighbor cares way way more about a dog park used 12 months per year rather
than yet another soccer field serving kids outside of our neighborhood <4 months per year.
improve sierra 2 for a dog park

12/8/2022 6:56 PM

608 I have been worried for many years due to children and unsafe dogs and the state of the fields.
Every time I walk out there I step in dog feces.

12/8/2022 6:45 PM

609 The Sierra 2 Green is much better suited for dog use than Curtis Park. It will require less to
bring up to code. There is ample parking. The current use of it suggests it meets a need. There
is already a water fountain suitable for dogs. In addition it is heavily used by families with both
dogs and young children. In addition, it is used even in the winter when the field conditions are
unsuitable for serious use of the sports field.

12/8/2022 6:24 PM

610 I really enjoy bringing my dogs to Sierra 2. No official dog park is big enough, and very few dog
parks will allow me to take both my large and my small dog into the same enclosure. Thank
you for taking the time to listen.

12/8/2022 6:21 PM

611 Most of the Sierra 2dog owners are very responsive and clean up after their animals. I see
some that do not observe posted hours.

12/8/2022 6:12 PM

612 The dog park is a very important part of my community. 12/8/2022 6:03 PM

613 Thank you for allowing the community to weigh in. There’s room for compromise for those of 12/8/2022 5:54 PM
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us who love dogs, kids, and community parks.

614 We live very close to Sierra 2 and so see the park daily numerous times a day. The dogs that
come to the park have gotten out of control over the years. We would love to be able to use
the green space to use as a park to visit and enjoy the outdoors but it is not possible with the
dogs being there unleashed. Curtis park is big enough that a dog park could be added there if it
is really needed.

12/8/2022 5:49 PM

615 Thanks!! 12/8/2022 5:29 PM

616 Leave the Sierra 2 dog park as is. Fence 3rd Ave if you must. People who want to play
kickball and soccer have many other areas to do so.

12/8/2022 5:28 PM

617 Why wouldn’t the space between the play ground and courts be suitable for a dog park? It
would be such a same to add a fence to beautiful Curtis Park. I feel that it’s openness is what
allows people to feel comfortable coming and going into that space as they please. I see so
many people using Curtis park this way but hardly anyone using Sierra 2 like this even when
dogs are not present. Sierra 2 is already used as a dog park and nearly already fenced in. If
money is in an issue, would it not make more financial sense to make Sierra 2 a formal dog
park?

12/8/2022 5:04 PM

618 The best use for Sierra 2 is a dog park. It is compatible with the children's playground and it's
large enough for several dogs at a time. If the soccer field was truly needed, hours could be
dedicated for that purpose. Dog owners are willing to do some maintenance and pick up all the
dog poop. It's use as a dog park is extremely valuable to the post covid dog owners
community.

12/8/2022 4:59 PM

619 There are too many unleashed dogs at Curtis Park. If the dog park at Sierra closes, those
people will come to Curtis Park. Park Rangers do nothing to discourage the off leash behavior.
A warning means nothing if the Park Ranger doesn't come by for another 6 months.

12/8/2022 4:54 PM

620 The Sierra 2 center serves as a place for people in the neighborhood to gather together with
their dogs. If the field is converted to a soccer field it will not be utilized significantly. The
Dogzillary and owners are committed to keeping the field clean, in good condition, and
maintaining the safety of all people and animals in the park.

12/8/2022 4:53 PM

621 The benefit of Sierra 2 is that it’s a mixed use open field and not specifically a dog park. I have
been to many dog parks in Sacramento and none of them are big enough for large breed dogs
and they are poorly maintained, with not a great choice of ground material. Dogs need a grassy
area to run around. I can’t take my dog anywhere that has dirt ground. He gets super dirty.
Concrete isn’t great either.

12/8/2022 4:52 PM

622 I am so glad that the community is being surveyed regarding the use of Sierra 2 and Curtis
Park since this neighborhood is attractive to many due to its ability to provide recreation to
humans and non-human companions as well.

12/8/2022 4:42 PM

623 Sierra 2 and Curtis Park are so close to each other that I have a hard time understanding why
the entirety of Curtis Park would accomodate all needs while having Sierra 2 being a dog park.
I am willing to fund up to $1,000.00 for fencing, gates, safety, etc., at Sierra 2.

12/8/2022 4:38 PM

624 We can’t even walk through the park with our two small kids. The soccer fields are destroyed.
We can’t have a picnic because of the dog poop and dogs run over the blanket. Dog owners let
their dogs out of their cars off leash in front of the park. The noise from constant dog fights are
disruptive to my children’s play In our park-adjacent house. Dogs run Into yards and poop on
the way to/from the park. Owners also dispose of dog waste in resident’s trash cans.

12/8/2022 4:36 PM

625 No, thank YOU! 12/8/2022 4:35 PM

626 Sierra 2 is the best unofficial dog park in the city proper. The Bark Park is too small and
Sutter's Landing is too dirty not to mention the toxic puddle of water when you enter the gate.
The Sierra 2 is always clean and the people are nice that gather there. I hardly ever see dog
poop on the ground. Please keep it open.

12/8/2022 4:26 PM

627 I have been using Sierra 2 green for over 30 years to walk my dogs and myself. I would be
very angry to see that privledge taken away . It is a big part of my daily exercise and peace of
mind. As I get older I realize how important that daily walk has become.

12/8/2022 4:09 PM

628 Thanks for taking my feedback into account! 12/8/2022 4:07 PM
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629 Would love picnic tables/grills at Sierra 2. The dogs make it so we can’t use anything. 12/8/2022 4:05 PM

630 Sierra 2 has become completely uninhabitable with the off-leash dog use. It is dangerous for
all. If dog owners want a dog park, why can’t they go to one of the 14 dog parks in
Sacramento? Thanks

12/8/2022 3:55 PM

631 We can easily fence in the park for dogs without spending a lot of $ 12/8/2022 3:43 PM

632 Off leash dog use has become increasingly unsafe for my small children to play safely at
Sierra 2

12/8/2022 3:42 PM

633 I am not interested in Curtis park being made a dog park. Just add some fences at sierra 2
green. Sports and soccer can still use the field. Mandate that when soccer is in session all
dogs must be on leash.

12/8/2022 3:39 PM

634 Let’s please make one of these two spaces suitable for off leash dogs. I believe it’s a great for
the sense of community in our neighborhood

12/8/2022 3:37 PM

635 Please reach out if you would like additional in-depth comments. The neighborhood of Curtis
Park has already signaled their preference for a dog park at Sierra 2 by their actions and
behavioral habits. The sports field at Sierra 2 gets very little use and was never a preferred
field. Adding a sports field to Curtis Park would be preferable as there is more open field space
with very little current use and many other sports related activities.

12/8/2022 3:32 PM

636 Sierra 2 isn't big enough for sports field AND a dog park? That doesn't seem right. We should
have both! But I want it to be safe for kids to use the playground and sports groups should
have preference during the times that they need the space.

12/8/2022 3:31 PM

637 I oppose placing a fenced dog park in William Curtis Park, though I favor such a facility at
Sierra 2.

12/8/2022 3:30 PM

638 Sierra 2 is the best dog part we have around. The enormous response from residents not only
in Curtis park neighborhood but all around the area shows its significant role in our lives. I hope
the park stays open and serve the people like it has for decades

12/8/2022 3:23 PM

639 Off leash dog use has sadly become abusive towards non dog owners wanting access 12/8/2022 3:21 PM

640 Please don’t take away our community, Sierra 2 park represents so much to so many people
and dogs.

12/8/2022 3:20 PM

641 I love both parks as they are. If any changes are made please do not remove any trees.
Please water the trees that are there in the summer to prevent limb drop. Trees offer lots of
human and ecological health benefits and make this beautiful neighborhood what it is!

12/8/2022 3:20 PM

642 Regarding question 12, I am prefer conditional use of Sierra 2 dog park (ex: Limited hours
when recreational field is in use), rather than entirely excluding one use or the other. I am also
ameniable to discontinuing the use of Sierra 2 as a dog park if Curtis Park is made available
as a dog park.

12/8/2022 3:02 PM

643 Curtis park needs picnic tables and benches 12/8/2022 2:57 PM

644 A dog park needs to be large enough to run your dog and allow them to play off leash. There
are a lot of large dogs (75-120 lbs) that use the Sierra 2 green currently and the flatness of the
field appears to accommodate users with disabilities (more so than higher grass areas)

12/8/2022 2:45 PM

645 Picnic table and a shelter/covering similar to those at Glen Hall and McClatchy Park would
improve enjoyment of Sierra 2. A public restroom similar to those at Land Park would improve
Curtis Park.

12/8/2022 2:45 PM

646 The city desperately needs more multiuse areas with off leash dog hours so families with dogs
can enjoy the public parks.

12/8/2022 2:45 PM

647 It would be nice to have that soccer field available for the kids to play. 12/8/2022 2:44 PM

648 Enclose and fence the north end by the parking lot. Install double gates. Only if space allows,
make separation for large and small dogs.

12/8/2022 2:43 PM

649 As someone who lives close to the park, I and other neighbors worry that if the Sierra2 Green
is an official "dog park" people from all over may come. Word is that other dog parks are either
dirty, bare or don't feel safe. We worry about increased traffic from all over the City AND
County. It's already listed as one of 10 best "dog parks" in the City.

12/8/2022 2:21 PM
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